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Jacob Kirkeegard. The Poetics Of The Space
Silvia Bertolotti

From the 25th till the 28th of February

the 13th edition of the Sonic Acts

Festival took place in Amsterdam. This

edition � The Poetic of Space � was

entirely dedicated to the exploration

of space in performative, audiovisual

and film arts. Sonic Acts has become a

moment for investigation into the

importance of physical space, as well

as for the physical and psychological

impact of artistic creations centred on

space, in a time, like the one we live

in, of important and continuous

technological development.

This year the program was yet again

rich with interesting events, but we at

Digicult wanted to focus out attention

on a particularly interesting artistic

presence: Jacob Kirkegaard. A Danish

sound artist who got his training at

the Academy of Arts and the Media in

Cologne but who now lives in Berlin,

Kirkegaard explores the dimensions of

sound with a creative and scientific

approach. His work concentrates on

the aesthetic aspects of resonance, of

listening and the sound phenomenon

per se, through research on the

potential of sound hidden in physical

spaces or external environments.

In this context, Jacob Kirkegaard for

example has worked on sounds

collected at volcano sites, from

atmospheric phenomena, ice, deserts,

and nuclear plants. He often uses

specific electronic equipment for his

recordings, such as accelerometers,

hydrophones, and electromagnetic

receptors. His artistic exploration is

therefore directed to the discovery of

the quintessential sound object –

sound � and its latent and internal

potential, that is revealed in order to

show all the expressive and acoustic

aspects of it.
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Some of  his  beautiful  creations  and

his works have been exhibited at main

international artistic locations such as

the Club Transmediale  in  Berlin,  the

James Cohan Gallery and Diapason in

New  York,  and  the  Museum  of

Jurassic  Technology  in  Los  Angeles

and the Museum of Contemporary Art

in  Denmark.  Kierkegaard  has  also

collaborated with  artists  such as  JG

Thirlwell (aka Foetus), Philip Jeck and

Lydia Lunch.

At the Sonic Acts XIII in Amsterdam,

Kirkegaard presented two works that

were particularly interesting for their

concept and the artistic results

obtained. The first work in the

program was Sabulation; this was

audio and video footage of the so-

called “Singing Sands”, developed in

the Oman deserts and that ended at

the beginning of this year.

The second work presented was

Labyrinthitis, an interesting and

paradoxical work for the fact that

what is listened to in the installation is

the listener’s own ear. A kind of

“meta-listening”. The human acoustic

organ is in fact not just a passive

means for listening and reception of

what comes from the outside, but

also generates its own sounds that

Kierkegaard recorded and “played” as

if it were a musical instrument. An

interactive creation, Labyrinthitis was

created in 2007 and commissioned by

the Medical Museum of Copenhagen.

Due to Kirkegaard’s participation at

the Sonic Acts XIII, I met the Danish

artist for an interview where we

discussed the role and meaning of his

work in art, and particularly sound art.

Silvia Bertolotti: How do you choose

the places and sound phenomena for

your work? Is it the kind of sound or

physical place of sound that strikes

you?

Jacob Kirkegaard: The two things

hang together. As for Oman for

example; What is the sound without

the dune in the desert? And what is

the desert without the booming dune

and the singing sands? Great sounds

could be found just outside my door.

And in a similar way there are many

beautiful places on earth. But when

these 2 things come together; a sound

of an abandoned room in Chernobyl,

or a tone inside my ear then a 3rd

thing can occur

Silvia Bertolotti: Do you agree with

the term “sound art” to define your

creations? Or do you prefer to avoid

associating any label to your work?
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Jacob Kirkegaard: Genres are not so

important for me. Because as soon as

I define my creations I feel limited. On

the other hand definitions can help

break them. However I definitely like

the term sound art. I believe that it is

an art form in fast development and it

seems that it is becoming a more and

more respected art form in the more

conventional galleries. But since I also

work with video, photography,

performance and music I like just to

define myself as an artist. My primary

focus is on sound, to visualize and

materialize it.

Silvia Bertolotti: You just referred to

your working with photographs, video

and performances: what is the exact

role of these expressive languages in

your work with sound?

Jacob Kirkegaard: Sometimes another

medium complements or adds an

extra dimension to the sound. Like in

the desert I felt that the moving sands

visualized the sound in a very

meaningful way. Also because, a part

from my job as writer I’m also part of a

musical duo that works on field

recordings/electronic music with

reading texts and we just realized a

work based on the desert!
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Silvia Bertolotti:You once said in an

interview that: “Pierre Schaffer and

Walter Rutmann made you think of

the world as a musical instrument”.

What therefore is the role of the

artist? How does he create his

sounds? I mean, is the artist a

composer or listener?

Jacob Kirkegaard: The artist is the

interpreter. Just like an artist painting

a landscape; he paints what he sees

but when you then look at her or his

painting what you see is not just the

landscape but it is the artist’s

interpretation of it. The artist is the

medium. The world goes through us –

we can choose to let it pass or we can

paint it, record it or whatever and

then re-present it in our way. I am

interested in tracing the unheard

sounds around me, revealing them

and saying “hey listen to what I hear”.

Silvia Bertolotti: What therefore is the

role of the final listeners? How does

the acoustic experience of the artist

differ from that of the listener?

Jacob Kirkegaard:To me it is

important to leave a part for the

audience. I don’t wish to dictate with

my sound. I’d rather suggest.

Silvia Bertolotti: In listening to the

world-instrument and the sound of

nature, what is the role of

technological instruments that you

use? I mean, you are an artist who

explores the most internal part of

phenomena of places, giving them

space for self-expression. But you use

devices such as accelerators,

hydrophones, acoustic microphones.

What is the relationship between the

sound object and the technical

instrument?

Jacob Kirkegaard:The equipment I

use is the medium – just like me as an

artist. The way I choose and use

equipment are my decisions which

then shape the work. Say, if I had used

five loudspeakers in Chernobyl

instead of just one the work would

have sounded different. The matter is

the message, right? On the other hand

if I hadn’t used any loudspeakers in

Chernobyl I wouldn’t have been able

to create my work at all. What I mean

about letting the sounds speak by

themselves is more that I am

interested in listening in different

ways (or with different ears –

equipment) and wait and see how the

sound will unfold. An iron fence that

vibrates, resonates and generates

different tones because of the wind
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for example.

Silvia Bertolotti: At a more general

level, what is the relationship

between sound and music? And

starting from that, how is your

creative process developed?

Jacob Kirkegaard: There is no such

thing as just sound. I think that sound

is something objective whereas music

is a subjective feeling. So any sound

can be music. It depends on the way

we are able to interpret the sounds

around us. So for me my explorations

start when I feel that there is a

potential link between a story or a

concept and a sound that is

interesting to me.

Silvia Bertolotti: I just wanted to know

which is basically your creative

proccess. I mean, you start from the

souns in itself and the how do you

“interpret” it? Which are you creative

phases (listening, recording, editing,

do you have a main concept at the

beginning or it develops with the

work..etc).

Jacob Kirkegaard: It usually starts

when I hear or read about a special

sound phenomenon. Like for example

the “Singing Sands”. It sounded so

mysterious that I immediately began

fantasizing about how it would sound

like. Then I decided to go find the

sound. When I was then in the desert I

discovered that the sound was

different from what I had imagined

but nevertheless very interesting.

Being there shaped the more

concrete idea of how to create the

work = what do to with the sound. To

my surprise I also discovered the

visual aspects of it and decided to

return with a video camera. So it is

kind of a back & forth; I get inspired to

investigate something which then in

return challenges me.

Silvia Bertolotti: How did you choose

the works that you will present at the

Sonic Acts Festival in Amsterdam? Is

there a connection betweenSabulation 
and

 Labyrinthitis
?

Jacob Kirkegaard: Those two works

are just my most recent larger works.

Sabulation was shown for the first

time last month at Club Transmediale

in Berlin so it is still a very fresh work.

And the curators of Sonic Acts

insisted on including Labyrinthitis as

well and I’m very delighted to show

both works.
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Silvia Bertolotti: What are your plans

for the future? Are you working on

something in particular?

Jacob Kirkegaard:I’ve various

projects; installations, music and

travels. Next month I’ll be in Ethiopia

to collect sound for a Danish film

project. In march I’ll create a sound

installation for the KW – Kunstwerke

in Berlin. Over the summer I’ll be

working on my first permanent art

piece which will be created for and

integrated into the new University of

Copenhagen. I’ll also be remixing

some music, doing some concerts

together with Lydia Lunch, designing

a listening space for Roskilde Festival

and in autumn I’ll be in Japan to

exhibit 

Sabulation

 among other

things. 

www.sonicacts.com

www.fonik.dk
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Kinetica Art Fair 2010. Invisible Immersion Into
Kinetik Art

Alessandra Migani

Kinetic, a word that derives from the

Greek word kinetikos, from kinetos,

stands for movement or motion. In an

ample sense the word concerns all

that regards or is produced by

movement. Kinetic art therefore is

relative to all those works of art that

foresee movements of parts, or

depend on motion for their execution.

From the beginning of the 20th

century until today, Kinetic art has

continued to explore new forms of

expression, reaching a high point in

recent years: The opening toward

digital experimentation, nano-

technologies, and light and sound

waves.

Recently my curiosity was increasingly

attracted to this kind of research. Last

year I had the pleasure of discovering

a fantastic artist/inventor/composer,

Trimpin, through Peter Esmonde‘s

film, Trimpin, the Sound of Invention.

In January I visited an exhibition about

Alexander Calder at the Palazzo delle

Esposizioni in Rome. After that, a

whole fair dedicated to kinetic art:

The Kinetica Art Fair in London, from

the 4th to the 7th of February 2010, an

event that was at its second edition,

produced and developed by the

Kinetica Museum.

The programme of the fair was

explicative and rich: an exhibition,

dedicated to the pioneers of kinetic

art, and a series of never-seen-before

international exhibitors, meetings,

conferences, live performances and

practical demonstrations. It took

place in a space of 14,000 sq.m. called

Ambika P3, on Marylebone Road. The

size and success of the fair were a

strong signal of the increasing interest

in kinetic art in the art world and the

general public. To be able to do a

detailed report on the whole fair is

almost impossible and destined to

failure or superficiality at the least.

For this reason, we preferred to tell

something about the event through
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the words of its protagonists: the

artistic director of the Kinetic Art Fair,

Dianne Harris, and some of the artists

and designers that triggered my

curiosity and with whom I had

pleasant conversations: the

Squidsoup collective, the Jason

Bruges Studio and the Arthertz group.

The result is a dynamic, or we could

say kinetic, patchwork, which fully

reflects the atmosphere of this unique

event. Happy reading…

1 – An interview to Kinetica Art

Museum director: Diane Harris

Alessandra Migani: I think it would be

interesting to know a bit more about

your background and how the idea of

Kinetica came about?

Dianne Harris: In 2004 I set up ‘The

Luminaries’ a small gallery in West

London to show the work I was

making at the time and also to invite

other artists working in the realms of

kinetic, electronic and interactive

work to exhibit. Having worked as an

artist in London for 12 years I was

disillusioned with the art scene always

focusing on the YBA phenomena with

such a small group of artists, so

thought I would start something off

that was almost a backlash to this.

I showed artists such as Tim Lewis,

Sam Buxton, Robert Pepperell and

Hexstatic. The response was very

good and this suggested there was a

real need and interest for this type of

art in the U.K. Tony Langford exhibited

in the last show at The Luminaries and

when the sponsorship of the space

ran out I thought it would be great to

do this on a much larger scale, Tony

decided he would like to join me on

this journey and together with

another associate, Charlotte Dillon

came Kinetica Museum.

In 2006 we received Arts council

funding and sponsorship of a 14,000

sq ft space in Spitalfields Market, East

London where we had 7 exhibitions of

international kinetic, electronic & new

media art. We received over 100,000

visitors. Kinetica Museum continues

to tour with National and international

exhibitions and in the last 2 years have

produced Kinetica Art Fair.

Alessandra Migani:  At the beginning

of February you presented the second

edition of Kinetica Art Fair with a

growing international presence. Could

you please tell me about your

personal experience about the fair

along with feedback from exhibitors
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and visitors and possible new

projects/collaborations coming out

from it?

Dianne Harris: The fair is an all

encompassing experience. There are

so many various strands to tie

together, the exhibitors needs and

their works, the arrangement/co-

ordination of the spaces, the logistics

of the transport, the set up /

construction, the events programme

of talks, presentations and

performances, the catalogue, press,

PR, marketing, merchandise, catering,

invites, tickets, documentation,

filming, photography� the list goes on.

The most exhilarating moment is the

entire fair coming together in just a

matter of hours. The set up is 3 days

with everyone working towards the

opening deadline.

As well as 100 other jobs on my list, I

also curate the Kinetica areas, this

year there were 10 in all, we exhibited

11 artists and I was also involved in co-

curating the Kinetic Masters feature

exhibition with Jasia Reichardt

(Curator of Cybernetic Serendipity ICA

London 1968) and John Dunbar

(Director of Indica Gallery 1966) We

loaned works from many private

collections with works by the masters

of Kinetic and Cybernetic Art from the

late 1950s to early 1980s. This feature

show grounded the contemporary

works at the fair and put them into a

historical context. It was a great

experience to do this. The 2010 fair

got a fantastic response. We had

exhibitor representation from 11

different countries and received over

10,000 visitors over the 4 days with

some great national and international

press and T.V coverage from as far as

China and Russia.

This year secured more art sales than

last year which is very positive as the

main point of the fair is to popularise

artists  and  organisations  working  in

these  genres  and to  provide  a  new

plat form  for  the  commerc ia l

enterprise  of  this  field.

Alessandra Migani: I noticed that

Kinetica Art Fair perfectly highlights

how, nowadays, more and more

artists cross the subtle line between

‘fine art disciplines’ and ‘multi-

disciplinary new media’. Do you think

technology is only a tool that new

contemporary artists use? Or where

do you see this line begins and ends?

Dianne Harris: Absoutely, “technology

is only a tool that new contemporary

artists use”. The latest interface
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systems, technological devices and

new materials have helped take

artworks into new realms, these

however are the new paint-brushes

for the works and though rely heavily

on them for their technical abilities

should not become the art or govern

the concept of the work as it then

becomes ‘technology for technology’s

sake’. “We look for something in

artworks beyond, what Roy Ascott

has called, the “demonstration” of raw

science or technology. The difficulty

facing an artist is how to extract the

musical from a synthesizer, or the

poetic from a word processor.” Robert

Pepperell – Kinetica Art Fair catalogue

essay 2009.

Alessandra Migani: Where is human

evolution going?

Dianne Harris :Every thought and idea

has the potential to be realised, we

live in a new dimension of no

limitation and all possibility, these

boarders have been broken through

our current genetically engineered,

nano-technological revolution. Many

artists are leading the way forward

and warping science, engineering,

technology through their radical and

unlimited ideas. The work of Stellarc is

a good example of this.The words

‘Science Fiction’ are more commonly

connected with books and films

though nowadays it is everywhere, it

is ultimately one’s thoughts and ideas

manifested. What used to be called

Science Fiction has now firmly

become reality. Visions of the future

have become true to a large extent.

Science fiction represents alternative

possibilities that involve broadening

the imagination and the discovery of

new scientific, philosophical,

psychological and spiritual principles,

it represents the speculation of

possible events based on the

furtherance or destruction of this

reality.

From Wikipedia Science fiction is a

genre of fiction. Within the context of

the story, its imaginary elements are

largely possible within scientifically

established or scientifically postulated

laws of nature (though some

elements in a story might still be pure

imaginative speculation). Exploring

the consequences of such differences

is the traditional purpose of science

fiction, making it a “literature of

ideas”. Science fiction is largely based

on writing rationally about alternative

possibilities

These may include: “Stories that

involve discovery or application of

new scientific principles, such as time

travel or psionics, or new technology,

such as nanotechnology, faster-tha-

-light travel or robots, or of new and

different political or social systems

(e.g., a dystopia, or a situation where

organized society has collapsed). A

setting in the future, in alternative
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timelines, or in a historical past that

contradicts known facts of history or

the archaeological record”. A setting

in outer space, on other worlds, or

involving aliens. Stories that involve

technology or scientific principles that

contradict known laws of nature.

2 – An interview to Squidsoup

collective

Alessandra Migani: Anthony, would

you like to introduce the Squidsoup

collective?

Anthony Rowe: Squidsoup is a group

of likeminded adventurers into the

wilds of digital media arts. We started

in 1997, and have metamorphosed a

few times over the years, but our aim

is to create immersive and creative

headspaces using technology in

unobtrusive ways. Since 2000, our

main area of exploration has been the

overlaps between physical and virtual

space, sound and interaction. We

have produced a range of digital

installation-based work that uses

various tools and technologies to

create abstract, immersive and

responsive environments.

Alessandra Migani: Ocean of Light is

the project that you presented at

Kinetica Art Fair. I have to admit that,

after spending some time immersed

in the ‘light particles/waves’, I felt so

in tune with the work that I had to

force myself to leave the room. Could

you tell me the story behind this

project? What are the feelings you

want people to explore?

Anthony Rowe: That feeling of

immersion, of forgetting where you

are and letting yourself fall into this

created space is exactly what we’re

looking for. The idea of using a 3D grid

of individually controllable lights � the

technical centre of Ocean of Light �

came about years ago by connecting

two separate ideas. The first was

seeing the work of Jim Campbell. He

uses very low resolution 2D grids of

lights to represent video and

discovered that the results are in

many ways far more interesting than

the original source material. I wanted

to see if we could do something

similar in 3D as, after all, our visuals

are often abstract and on the verge of

indecipherability; allowing people to

attach their own interpretation and

meaning to what is going on. And like

Campbell’s work, our stuff generally

comes alive through movement.

The  second  idea  was  more  of  a
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search;  looking for  ways to produce

real 3D visuals. We’ve done the stereo

glasses  in  several  projects  -Come
Closer, Dandelions and Driftnet � and

they work well;  giving an illusion of

depth  that  definitely  helps  the

immersion/losing  it  feeling  we’re

l o o k i n g  f o r .  W e ’ v e  u s e d

autostereoscopic screens � they use a

similar  technique  to  3D  postcards  �

and that  too is  effective to a point.

What  they  don’t  do  is  accurately

overlay  a  virtual  layer  into  physical

space:  visuals  presented in  this  way

don’t occupy a physical location. This

grid of LEDs occupies physical space;

it’s  not  visual  trickery  �  though it  is

very low resolution.

We have worked with 3D LED grids

b e f o r e  i n  o u r  S t e a l t h  a n d

Discontinuum projects, using NOVA, a

beautiful 3D LED grid produced by the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.

But  for  Ocean  of  Light,  we  were

seeking  a  more  environment-like

experience, allowing people to enter a

visual  space,  rather  than viewing an

object from outside.

In fact the idea of using a 3D grid of

lights  to  make  visualisations  is  not

new. There are any number out there

– search for LED cube on Youtube and

you’ll see � but the potency is in the

detail.  We’ve  been  researching  the

visual possibilites of such grids: what

kind of techniques are most effective

at  suggesting  movement,  presence,

energy� this piece is really a practical

result of that research.

The piece is actually called Ocean of
Light:  Surface,  and  it  is  a  dynamic

environment  that  is  connected  in

many ways  to  the  physical  space it

inhabits.  The  piece  consists  of  a

sur face  and  severa l  abst ract

creatures .  The  creatures  a re

autonomous  agents  that  navigate

through  the  space  and  the  surface.

The  surface  is  like  the  boundary

between  two  virtual  fluids.  It  is

affected by sound: ambient noise and

even  shouting  at  the  virtual  space

creates waves that travel  across the

surface.  The  environment  is  also

somewhat  unstable,  occasionally

triggering  off  firework-like  reactions

as the creatures swim past or if things

are  particularly  turbulent  (i.e.  noisy).

S o  t h e r e  i s  a  w h o l e  a b s t r a c t

ecosystem in there, where everything

is  vaguely  connected  and  aware  of

everything  else  �  including  the

physical  space  and  the  real  people

that interact with the piece.

However,  the  overall  experience  we

are  looking  for  is,  at  another  level,

exactly  what  you  described;  to  use

this odd new hybrid medium to create

a  kind  of  mesmerising,  absorbing

landscape  that  draws  you  in  and

beguiles you.There’s more details on

the  Ocean  of  L ight  pro ject  at

oceanoflight.net  and  on  our  other

projects  at  squidsoup.org
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We used autostereoscopic screens [1]

(surfaces that use a technique similar

to 3D postcards), but these

instruments cannot accurately

superimpose a virtual layer with a real

space. Our LED grid on the other hand

is inserted perfectly into the physical

space: it is not an optical effect, even

if it’s at a very low resolution. .

We had already worked with a 3D grid

in the Stealth and Discontinuum
projects, using NOVA, a wonderful

LED 3D grid produced at the federal

institute of technology in Switzerland.

But for Ocean of Light, we were

looking for an experience that would

create an environment, something

that would allow people to enter into

a visual space, rather than see an

object projected from the outside.

After all the idea of using a 3D light

grid to create visualisations is not

new. There are countless examples

that you can find but just looking for

“LED cube” on Youtube. However the

power lies in the detail. We

researched the different visual

possibilities: which techniques are

more efficient in order to suggest

movement, presence, energy, so our

work is the practical result of this

research. The piece is really called

Ocean of Light: Surface, and it’s a

dynamic environment that is

connected in many ways to the

physical space that it is in. It consists

of a surface and numerous abstract

creatures. The creatures are

autonomous agents that navigate

through the space and the surface.

The surface is like a boundary

between two virtual fluids.

Ocean of Light is influenced by sound:

the noise of the environment and

even shouting in the virtual

environment creates waves that travel

along the surface. The environment is

something that is unstable and that,

occasionally, triggers reactions like

fireworks, as soon as the creatures

move. In every point an entire

abstract ecosystem can potentially be

created, where everything is vaguely

connected and aware of the rest,

including the physical space and the

real people who interact with the

installation.
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3 – An interview to Jason Bruges

Studio

Alessandra Migani: Jason, I really

enjoyed your interactive installation at

Kinetica Art Fair. I felt, let’s say,

welcomed by your blinking eyes and

miniature screens. Could you

introduce me to your studio and the

work you unveiled at the fair?

Jason Bruges: Jason Bruges Studio

was created by Jason Bruges in 2002

and has since grown to around 16

people with backgrounds in

Architecture, Lighting Design, Product

Design, Interaction Design and Project

Management to design beautiful site

specific solutions. The studio delivers

iconic public realm artwork and

realises work that is site specific,

technologically advanced, historically

sensitive and augments the

environment with a beauty of which

the observer will be in awe.

We unveiled two pieces for Kinetica;

Reflex Portraits, a series of 6 unique

animated digital portraits is exploring

reactions. The series is a development

of  the  studio’s  Mirror,  Mirror  piece,

currently being exhibited at the V&A

Museum [1]. The pieces explore digital

narcissism and the work is  as much

about  how  people  respond  to  the

piece as the canvases themselves.

Our second piece, Screen Cloud, is a

perfect  example  of  the  studio’s

ongoing  exploration  into  visualising

the invisible. In this case the unseen

elements  are  the  soft  air  currents

moving in and around the piece. This

installation  comprises  30  miniature

screens  arrayed  across  a  mobile

structure, in a direct homage to the

work of Calder. Each screen exhibits

proprioception[2].  knowledge  of  its

location in relation to the rest of the

assembly, arising from sensors within

the work itself. The screens display an

a n i m a t e d  r e s p o n s e  t o  t h e

unconscious  perception  of  their

spatial  orientation

Alessandra  Migani:Most  of  your

interactive  installations  explore  the

relationship  between  digital  and

physical reaction, between the space

and the surface trying to visualize the

invisible.  Where  do  you  get  your

inspiration?

Jason Bruges: Inspiration comes from

an infinite variety of sources: kinetic

artists, scientists and a diverse range

of designers. Points of reference

include Austrian artist Bernhard
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Leitner, contemporary artist Christian

Moeller, the likes of Moholy-Nagy and

Iannis Xenakis, Le Corbusier’s young

assistant through to the film Blade

Runner.

Alessandra Migani: One of your latest

projects, Panda eyes, is currently

displayed at the Design Museum as

part of the Brit Insurance Designs of

the Year 2010 Exhibition. Could you

tell me more about this work?

Jason Bruges: Originally

commissioned by the WWF as part of

Pandemonium and auctioned by

Christie’s, Jason Bruges Studio

created a 2m x 2m plinth based

artwork consisting of 100 rotating

captive pandas. Arrayed in a 10 x 10

configuration, they detect a viewer’s

presence, and unanimously track

human movement. Rotating towards

the viewer, their confrontational stare

is slightly un-nerving and urges

viewers to consider their impact upon

the environment.

In an abstract way of engaging public

thought, the pandas are controlled by

servo motors, which rotate at precise

increments. Linked to an ARM

microprocessor, their position

changes according to a live image

feed from a thermal camera, mounted

overhead. Jason Bruges Studio keenly

supports the work and intentions of

WWF, specifically in relation to

environmental science and

technological innovation.

The studio is continually progressing

the development of sustainable art

and design through its research in the

conversion of wind power to light.

Using the WWF’s world famous panda

emblem has given Jason Bruges

Studio a platform through which to

join the organisation in delivering its

important message. The piece has

been nominated by Ross Phillips to

win the Brit Insurance Award 2010 and

is now visible at the Design Museum.

4 – An interview to ArtHertz

Alessandra Migani: Dennis, could you

tell us a bit more about your

organisation and what was your urge

when you started ArtHertz?

Dennis Da Silva: ArtHertz was set up

in 2006 to work with contemporary

art and music events as well as large-

scale video projection staged in

unconventional spaces usually of

historical and architectural

importance � Fulham Palace (former
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residence of Bishops of London),

Durham Castle and now Battersea

Power Station. We also play an

important part in the Rushes Soho

Shorts Festival which has become a

leading international platform for the

short film format.

Over the last two years we have

previewed new work by electronic

music pioneer John Foxx during the

festival and special screenings

including work by Alex Proyas,

(director of I Robot, Knowing), Ian

Emes (Director of Pink Floyd’s Dark

Side of the Moon) and Japanese film

and anime director, Macoto Tezka.

Our last exhibition DNA (July 2009)

also included Gary Numan’s first synth

and two digital prints by Nick Rhodes.

The show also featured some new

‘kinetic’ work by ongoing ArtHertz

collaborators Adrian Lee and Andrew

Back. Myself and creative director

Beverley Bennett share a passion for

throwing ourselves into uncharted

territory exploring new possibilities in

cross-media. We’re a small

organisation with a big mind space..

Alessandra Migani:When I met you at

Kinetica Art Fair you were presenting

a preview of what it sounds already a

not to be missed live

event/exhibition, Electricity and
Ghosts, scheduled for June 2010 at

the Battersea Power Station. Can you

give us more details about this

project?

Dennis Da Silva: Electricity and Ghosts
is a group storytelling project centred

upon the iconic Battersea Power

Station. The event will happen in two

parts: a spectacular live event in June

located at the Power Station involving

large scale, multi screen video

projections with musical

performances and live visuals by the

Orb, Bishi, John Foxx, and Spacedog

and a two week long exhibition

located in the local borough of

Wandsworth working around themes

of electricity, power, sustainability

and memory.

It is our most ambitious projects to

date and also our most important

from a local, national and historical

perspective. It presents a last chance

opportunity to pay tribute to one of

the most important London

landmarks and early facilities for the

mass generation of electricity prior to

the site’s imminent redevelopment – a

kind of swansong of coal.

The event also includes a new film,

Volt Electra � an homage to

Frankenstein by Ian Emes to be

accompanied by a stirring soundtrack

with multi screen projections and also

work by the Scottish photographer,

Alex Boyd in partnership with long

term David Bowie collaborator and

pianist, Mike Garson. Kinetica 2010

was a snapshot preview of two new
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Battersea pieces, one of which

(Lumen Spiritus Sancti by Andrew

Back) was the results of a séance held

in the control room of the Power

Station last December 2009!

Alessandra Migani: One of your artists

at the fair, Sarah Angliss presented a

mixed media work with automatic

bells, entitled Ealing Feeder. At first

glance her work made me think of the

‘noise machines’ (Intonarumori)

created by the Futurist artist, Luigi

Russolo in 1913. I could be completely

wrong, but I have the feeling that your

events and artists share a fascination

for history and old machines. Is that

true? How the 20th Century noise-

makers enter into the 21st Century?

Dennis Da Silva: Sarah is an admirer of

Russolo and there are some

similarities with her pieces. I admire

the old-school physicality she brings

to her performances without throwing

away the high tech as in Ealing Feeder

which really gets under your skin. The

poem around the edge of the work

was written in 1930 by a woman who

was intoxicated by the idea of the

electric servant. She soothed her baby

to sleep by passing an electric current

through it. The bell rig is a throwback

(technologically), it looks unfamiliar

and perhaps a little eerie, to modern

viewers.

Sarah’s performances often

incorporates theremin, robotics as

well as the bell rig you saw on the

stand whilst Andrew Back’s work

(Lumen Spiritus Sancti) maps new

ideas onto old technology � an

incandescent lamp for transmitting

sound captured in the control room of

an early facility for large scale power

generation. The technology

approaches taken are not simply

about aesthetics, and where possible

employ techniques that were actually

put to use in the past, or could have

been in an alternative past, i.e. the

technology of the period referenced

was suitably advanced. It is important

to note, however, that this is not a

fantasy conflation of past and present

which leads to improbably

technology, as with Steampunk etc.

Notes:

[1] Definition on wikipedia wikipedia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoste

reoscopy
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[2]NdA. The Victoria and Albert

Museum in South Kensington is the

most important museum in the world

for the fields of art and design, which

includes an unparalleled collection for

its size and variety.

[3]From the medical dictionary � a kind

of sensation which depends on the

perception of the position of the body

in space. This depends on the activity

of certain nervous receptors

(proprioceptors) situated in the

muscles, in tendons, and joints.

[4]See the definition on wikipedia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARM_ar

chitecture

http://www.kinetica-museum.org/

http://www.kinetica-artfair.com/

http://www.ArtHertz.com 

http://www.oceanoflight.net

www.squidsoup.org

http://www.jasonbruges.com/
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Art And Architecture: Investigation At The
Boundaries Of Space

Eugenia Fratzeskou

1. The evolving understanding of

space

Our changing understanding of reality

has inspired the invention of new

concepts of space and strategies for

spatial research and practice across

disciplines. There have been several

radical changes in cosmology,

science, art, design and philosophy,

concerning the ways in which reality

and our experience of it may be

understood. As can be seen in recent

studies by scientists, artists, designers

and thinkers, such changes have

encouraged the development of new

philosophies and theories on space,

new types of spatial perception,

interaction etc.

It  has  been  essentially  information

processing  technology,  Einstein’s

theory  of  relativity  and  quantum

physics  that  have  fundamentally

influenced  the  development  of

contemporary  perception,  spatial

research and practices. It is revealed

through  explor ing  the  overal l

evolution of space since its creation,

that  spaceis  anything  but  absolute,

stable and invariant. In particular, our

understanding of space has radically

changed because Einstein’s theory of

relativity  reveals  that,  as  Steven

Connor  explains,  space  is  in  fact,

“relative to speed,  gravity and other

cosmic  variables”.  Consequently,  we

are led to the conclusion that space “is

not  empty…  [but  i t  is ]  mobi le ,

mutable,  perturbed,  polymorphous…

not  uniform…”.[1]  .

Such a radical turning point in

contemporary thought, has attracted

the interest of numerous thinkers,

researchers and artists like Lev

Manovich, who, as the educator and

critic Monika Bakke describes, defines

this change as the shift from

Modernism to “informationalism” and

thus, the focal point now is not

objects and forms, but various

‘information flows’. Following such a

shift, space is thus, defined as a
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constantly and uncontrollably

evolving ‘informational substance’. [2].

Subsequently, there is no void space

as such, but data flows in dynamic

interaction not only with each other

but also with matter and human

beings. The concept that space is

Cartesian, is therefore no longer

appropriate, as relativistic spaces

emerge.

2. The boundaries of space

The boundary has been the

fundamental aspect of architecture.

As Connor explains, architecture can

be essentially conceived as a

“confrontation and exchange”

between the “spatiofugal” and

“spatiopetal” orders of space [3]. In

accordance to its earthbound

conventions, built architecture has

adopted and ‘defended’ the

enclosure, uniformity, integrity and

stability of the ideal and generic form

of the cube the boundaries of which,

have to remain solid and permanent.

Nevertheless, as we have already seen

above, space itself is not void, uniform

and inert, but it is an uncontrollably

evolving and polymorphous

informational substance.Inevitably,

dynamic interactions, which may

often be invisible and ignored, occur

between the various orders of

space.Essentially, the traditional

boundaries of built architecture are

challenged by the unstable and

uncontrollable environmental

conditions and the emerging

topographies of data-scapes.

It can be argued therefore, that since

space  is  heterogeneous,  it  may

contain various kinds of geometry. In

his comparison of Cartesian and non-

Euclidean  spaces,  Connor  explains

why the concept of a Cartesian space

is  outdated,  given  that  space  is,  in

fact, ‘multiplied and relativised’ as it is

shown  in  non-Euclidean  geometry

and Einstein’s theory of relativity.The

scientist C. S. Unnikrishnan presents a

c l o s e  l o o k  t o  n o n - E u c l i d e a n

geometry.  As  he  explains,  non-

Euclidean geometry  may have more

than  three  dimensions,  which  are

however,  ‘curled  up  into  ultra-small

unobservable sizes’.

Moreover, as Unnikrishnan extends his

explanation  of  the  essential  role  of

‘unobservables ’  (space,  t ime,

potentials,  fields,  waves  with  no

reference  to  matter)  in  quantum

physics,  he  describes  that  ‘physical

states’  are  associated  with  ‘abstract
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vectors  in  an  abstract  mathematical

space’  which  is  statistical  and  a-

causal.  [5]

That is the probabilistic space of

Virtual Reality, which has been

particularly useful for creating

mathematical simulations in quantum

physics [Fig.1]. It becomes clear

therefore, that the world appears to

be disjoined, probabilistic, fuzzy and

random, as it is visualised through the

veil of algorithmic infrastructures &

paradoxical kinds of digital geometry

which are not only abstract but also,

highly inconsistent.

The quantum paradigm shift in

science, Einsteinian relativity and

non-Euclidean geometry have

changed our understanding of space

and inspired artists’ and architects’

interest in attempting to visualise and

creatively engage with the invisible

and unknown co-ordinates and

dimensions of reality and perception

through revealing various fields of

interaction between the environment,

matter, technology and human

beings, challenging thus, our

conventional notions of space and

built architecture as well as the

functionality and morphology of the

latter.

Characteristic  examples  of  such

contemporary spatial practices can be

seen in the architect Usman Haque’s

site-specific  interventions.  Haque

experiments  with  the  creation  of

a r c h i t e c t u r e  a s  s o f t w a r e

programming for  developing various

types  of  spatial  interaction.  In

particular,  he  develops  “softspace

interfaces  between  real  and  virtual

spaces”  through  the  creation  of

mixed-reality interactive spaces.

In Sky Ear [Fig.2], for instance, Haque

visualises  and  engages  with  the

unpredictably  and  dynamically

evolving space of the electromagnetic

fields  of  the  city,  which  is  normally

invisible and goes unnoticed, and the

morphology of which, is contrasted to

the  conventional  forms  of  built

architecture.  New  interactive

exchanges  between  users,  interior

and exterior spaces are thus enabled.

Indeed,  such  interventions  into  the

existing  fabric  of  built  architecture

c h a l l e n g e  t h e  c o n v e n t i o n a l

boundar ies  and  the  status  of

architecture, as architecture becomes

interactive and changeable.

Sky Ear
 is an example of how Haque

investigates the relationship between
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architecture,  digital  systems and the

design  of  enhanced  environments

( t h a t  i n v o l v e s  t h e  f u s i o n  o f

conventional  architecture and virtual

systems  design).  It  seems  however,

that  the  assumed  functionality,

e f f i c i e n c y ,  p r a c t i c a l i t y  a n d

predictability  of  Virtual  Reality

systems seem to have been taken for

granted,  as  the  inherent  abstraction

and  flaws  of  their  computational

infrastructure,  remain  unexplored.

3. Revealing the digital boundaries of

architecture

The developments that have been

discussed above necessitate a

creative in-depth and inventive

exploration of the relationship

between digital and actual spaces for

advancing digital site-specific art. In

particular, new methodologies are

needed for creatively revealing

theparadox of the informational space

of Virtual Reality due to which the

digital boundaries of architecture are

not only abstract and fuzzy but also

highly flawed and unstable. This is

achieved in my work through the

visualisation of inter-spatiality
between the physical and digital

spaces of architecture, as opposed to

creating inter-faces that comply with

the existing modes of using digital

visualisation and virtual environments

in art, architecture, design and

science.

In  particular,  my  in-depth  practical

and theoretical investigation of digital

visualisation  systems,  which  has

included  their  philosophical  and

mathematical  foundations,  has

enabled  the  development  of  new

types of site-specific drawing within

semi-immersive  room-sized  virtual

environments  (similar  to  a  CAVE)

[Fig.3].

The  ex ist ing  modes  of  d ig i ta l

visualisation,  site-specificity,  virtual

and mixed realities in art, design and

s c i e n c e  a r e  t h u s  r a d i c a l l y

c h a l l e n g e d . I n s t e a d  o f  t h e

c o n v e n t i o n a l  u s e s  o f  d i g i t a l

technology,  such  as  the  creation  of

fully immersive imaginary or abstract

worlds,  the  realistic  simulation  of

reality or the functional and easthetic

enhancement of reality,the emphasis

is  placed  on  analytically  visualising

how the inter-passages between the

actual  and  virtual  boundaries  of

architectural  space  are  gradually

revealedduring  the  digital  modelling

of  a  built  space through the use of
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Boolean  Set  Operations  within  a

semi-immersive  virtual  environment,

so as to enable the visual comparison

between  the  bui l t  and  dig ita l

boundaries  of  space.

In this way, a new paradoxical kind of

spatiality  (inter-spatiality)  emerges

through  visualising  not  only  the

p r o c e s s e s  b u t  a l s o ,  t h e

inconsistencies  of  volume definition,

layering,  geometry  and  boundary

generat ion  that  character ise

computer  3D  modeling.  Various

unknown  andambiguous  types  of

spatiality appear as we pass through

various spatial orders and geometrical

paradoxes.

As we have seen, the boundaries of

digital space are highly inconsistent,

undermining the solidity, stability and

continuity of the built space and

challenging our usual perception of it.

The hidden dimensions of

architectural space that remain

unregulated, elusive and unbuilt are

revealed.The dynamic flux of

informational space is experienced in

direct contrast to built architecture

that is the orderly ‘fossil’ of such a

digital drawing process in the

idealistic form of a Cartesian cube.

The emerging ‘ghost’ of the

abstraction and inconsistency of the

algorithmic order cannot be

eliminated. It undermines digital

simulation, the conventions and

functionality of built architecture. The

manifestation of inter-spatiality

enables a new philosophical

understanding, experience, and

perception of space that inspires new

types of spatial research and practice

in art, architecture and the related

disciplines.

Notes:

[1] – Connor, Steven in Going Aerial.
Air, Art, Architecture, ed. Monika

Bakke, Jan Van Eyck Academie,

Maastricht, Paesi Bassi, 2006, p.121.

[2] – Manovich, Lev & Monika Bakke in

ibid, pp. 11, 14-15.

[3]- Connor, Steven in ibid, pp.121-2

[4]- Ibid, p.121.

[5] – Unnikrishnan, C.S. in YLEM
Journal. Artists Using Science &
Technology: The Dichotomy of
Reality, di Loren Means, Editor; Rob
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Harle, Guest Editor, Vol. 27, Nos. 10 &

12, Settembre/Dicembre 2007, YLEM,

San Francisco, USA, 2007, pp.4-5.

[6] – Haque, Usman in Going Aerial.

Air, Art, Architecture, ed. Monika

Bakke, Jan Van Eyck Academie,

Maastricht, Paesi Bassi, 2006,pp. 64-

66, 72, 75, 77.

[7] – Fratzeskou, Eugenia, “Inventing

New Modes of Digital Visualisation in

Contemporary Art” nella sezione

specifica “Transactions,” Leonardo 41,

No. 4 (2008), p. 422 (vedere anche

Fratzeskou, Eugenia, Visualising

Boolean Set Operations: Real & Virtual

Boundaries in Contemporary Site-

Specific Art, LAP – Lambert Academic

Publishing, 2009).
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The Meaning Of A Sound Place. G. Bohme, The
Aesthetics Of The Atmosphere

Simone Broglia

 To feel the space: head, ear or body?

The theme of space is a cornerstone

in the philosophical investigation. It

appeals to the world experienced by

the subjects in terms of perceptual

knowledge, the aim then is never the

metrological and scientific analysis of

change, but the attempt at

clarification of the common sensitive

comprehension of those data which

the outside world offers to those who

meet it.

This having been said, space has never

ceased to be a current topic, in the

two basic forms in which philosophy

has investigated it, in the first place

the Cartesian spatium understood as

the interval between one another and

the Aristotelian topos or place. In the

latest aesthetic debate, which is

developing in Germany as well as in

Italy, the topic emerged once again

strongly seeking a new path of

investigation which could depart from

the previous two.

The development of research, both

theoretical and scientific, from the

twentieth century until recent years

[1], underlines more and more the

subject through relational and

contextual parameters in relation to

the environment. The intertwining of

relationships forms itself from the

disappearance of dualism: the non-

abstraction of a subject, a mind,

which opposes itself to an object,

basically the subject which has to be

known and analyzed. Thus, the

sensory perceptions are unmarked by

the rationalist critique which used to

relegate them to the realm of secrecy

in order to gain the knowledge value

which is based on the immediacy and

awareness of their subjective

presence in the environment.

Space itself moves from the Cartesian
spatium, a measurable interval, to that

of our bodily presence, in other

words, to the concept of atmospheric

space. In this sense Aesthetics by
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Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten is

relevant, both for the sensory journey

of rehabilitation that is mentioned and

for the theoretical foundations of

speech by Gernot Böhme on the

atmosphere. He develop a

terminological analysis, labelling

aesthetics as the science of sensory

perception, then epistemological and

ontological conferring a logic to the

senses and, with it, the opportunity

for it to establish itself as a route to

knowledge: epistemology is inferior

compared to rational logic [2].

The same “sensitive” approach

characterizes the recent survey by

Gernot Böhme, the German

philosopher who originally studied

physics. Several elements which

belong to the history of philosophy

can be found in his writings and his

theories: Baumgarten and the

rehabilitation of sensitivity; the

phenomenological tradition derived

from Goethe, who sees in

philosophers like Johannes Johann

Von Uexküll and his concept of

Umwelt an important point of view on

the relationship between man and

nature; the way Benjamin deals with

all those perceptions, which is typical

of the twentieth century where the

object reveals itself at a distance; the

concept of affordance by Gibson, in

other words the theory that the

geometric shape of an object

perceived visually, indicates possible

ways of interacting with it [3].

From these opening bars I think it is

easy to understand that space is not

seen as a common substratum of

everything which has a form, not

considering its function but as

something which can be modelled,

something deformable and which can

be altered depending on the point of

view in which we have. Space is a real

environment actually experienced at

an emotional level; to use the words

of the philosopher: The Space of

moods is the space which, in a sense,

attunes my mood, but at the same

time it is the extendedness of my

mood itself. The space of actions is

the space in which I can act, but also

the scope of my possibilities.

The space of perceptions is the space

in which I perceive something, but

also the expansion of my involvement

with things [4]. Here is the theme of

relationship with space through a

situational sense and that of

behaviour that was mentioned

previously. On the one hand, the fact

that the elements characterizing an
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environment form a figural moment

which has the same overall value of

individual moments; on the other

hand that the perception of the

complex is based on imago-motor

reactions which are half-conscious in

the subject who relates himself to the

environment in a synaesthetic way.

Therefore the atmosphere, which is a

concept both an immediate and at

the same time, precisely because of

this, hard to tackle question, is an

emotional-affective state induced by

certain environmental factors where

the opposition by the subject who is

taken out of the environment stops,

and gives way to a maximum

continuity between the two [5].

The environment Böhme wants to

study is the actual site of interaction

between subjects and objects which

move in it animating it and creating

direct or indirect relationships: the

choice of points of view for the

perception of space is not optical, but

synaesthetic and it has an essential

element, the qualitative aspect which

is related to “how” we feel in that

place.

The man-environment interaction

relationship is not sought by Böhme in

primary contexts, the ones in which

cultural and technological

stratification has failed to impose its

dictates, but, and this is the merit of

the speech by the philosopher from

Darmstadt, in its applicability which

focusing on emotional and perceptual

data, does not fossilize in the search

for judgments of value nor on the

legitimacy of the use of technology.

Being in the environment means to be

affected by feelings of different types,

feelings which bind to memories as

well as to our future projections which

provide a meaning for our being

there.

Almost a matter of acoustics. Where

does the environment play?

Moving the debate towards acoustic

data, I hope it can be clearly seen

right from here that an aesthetic that

qualifies itself as the study of being in

an environment has many qualities

which make it a matter of interest and

a grid to be used to analyse

contemporary world. Both from a

general point of view of the living

conditions of individuals and as a

method of reading that can address

those new forms of art where the

presence of technology is becoming

more important with the aim of
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rewriting and reshaping the

relationship with space. In the first

place, referring to the situational and

to the way we relate to the

environment, it should be stressed

immediately that the first noise-

environment imprinting is the

prenatal and intrauterine one.

The one which the child, in the

particular situation without needs,

lives, listening through the vibration of

the heartbeats, through bowel

sounds, to his mother’s voice which

he will provide him with an emotional

connection to that particular tone.

Since being in an environment

characterised by a noise level

prenatally becomes a key element in

determining emotional stimuli and a

cradle of resonance for the perception

of our state, be it positive or negative,

rewarding or needful. However, let’s

try to go deeper and articulate a

sound’s capacity to dramatize a space

and the individual ability to react

differently with regard to the

environment [6].

Suppose we are walking at night

along a empty street in two different

contexts, one urban and one rural. The

sound of a car approaching at full

speed disrupts a deadlock acoustic

situation where the perceptive

emergence of that noise occurs with

basically the same characteristics:

what strikes us is the roar of the

engine increasing and coming

towards us. In the former case,

however, the emotional response of

concern conveyed by our being in that

environment is more or less

diminished by the consciousness of a

human presence inside the buildings

or a situation of increased visibility

due to street lighting.

The latter case where the

environment does not offer any

shelter, nor human presence in the

neighbourhood or illumination is in

fact inhospitable and quite unusual

for walks at night and it immediately

makes that noise become charged

affectively with a state of concern

about the possible developments of a

warning so chaotic and sinister.

The sound atmosphere is therefore

located at an interstitial position,

between the subject and the object: it

is not only due to the perceived noise,

the noise of the car, or linked only to

the act of imagination of a person

who attaches a mood to a stimulus.

As Bohme says, the atmosphere is “an

almost objective sensation spilled into
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space” [7], creating difficulties for the

ontological level: it is something

inter-subjective, but still not objective

because it does not reside in the

qualities of the object in spite of the

subject; and secondly placing it as an

interesting phenomenon that

undermines the fixed plans of subject

and object and production-reception.

In relation to the theme of the sound

landscape, both real and virtual, we

can clearly observe how its perception

and production, do not ever relate to

the specific ontology of objects, that

represent the objective characteristics

of the object that allow the

knowledge of it, but its enactment, in

other words, the qualities through

which it spreads or radiates into space

[8].

Precisely because of this extremely

ecstatic orientation, their importance

for the contemporary artistic

experimentation emerges, not only as

a result of the use of multiple

possibilities of spatial diffusion, but

above all due to the desire to outline a

sound or a sound landscape and see

its scenic presence and the reaction of

the listener, which leads to a

succession of contrastive moods, or

direct them towards perception

inputs.

Indeed compared to the theories of

association that have characterized

the relationship between music and

emotiveness, the theory of

atmospheres starts from a given

body-sound report that is as basic as

essential: sound is the modification of

the space investigated by the body, a

sound which is able to shape the

emotional position of listening in an

environment. In this case then the

experience of a lot of contemporary

music is meaningful, not just

concrete, based on records of the real

environment, not so much to show

that each corresponds to a sound, but

that sound describes a “living” space

immediately understood by its

inhabitants and condensed and

reassembled for those not

accustomed to those sounds [9].

Moreover, the debate also overlooks

the modern trend of technological

and musical experimentation to

exclude the role of the score as the

best way to understand music,

rehabilitating instead a direct and

sensory immersion with the data of

sound. Indeed the innovative aspect

of the aesthetic approach by Gernot

Böhme is to try to weave the

possibility that the subject has to

perceive the environment as an

interaction mediated by the same

spatial sounds that cross it and

characterize it through a primary state

of policy-situational context [10].

This eliminates the need for music to

be made by man, and so all the

discussions on technique and the
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artificiality of technologies, and

secondly, it redefines the meaning of

music as an experience whose core is

listening to a particular acoustic

atmosphere.

The relationship between a new state

of music or listening experiences and

the new statute of sensitivity and

emotion that according to the

philosopher lies in the perception of

space mingle at this point. The

development of technology and its

application has led increasingly

towards the creation of art forms

explicitly dialoguing with each other

and voluntarily unstable. A successful

example of this is the marriage of

architectural space and sounds: at the

dawn of digitalization, as can be seen

in the Prometheus by Luigi Nono,

which will never surrender to the

stability of this relationship, but

always uses an emotional tone to

convey the totality of the

environment and channel through the

perceptual stimuli of different sound

qualities.

Böhme’s position on one final point

needs to be clarified which, besides

ending his examination of the

acoustic atmosphere, is, at the same

time, the most complicated matter.

Within normal listening, sound signals

help us to get to know the space

around us, and through their vibratory

and diffusive characteristics tell us

about the object which emanated

them. The correspondence between

the spatiality of the resonant body

and that of the sound produced,

supported phenomenologically by a

logical structure, is the source of

recognition [11].

The point, however, according to the

philosopher, is rather that sounds and

their diffusive nature are detached

from the object that produced them

and from its specific spatiality in order

to acquire their own. In this

electronics was significant in

explaining that acoustic spaces exist

as such and not necessarily in relation

to the spatial reality.

Listening requires an opening where

acoustic events can be let in, or

better, where an extension can be let

in: the question by Cartesio on where

the perception place of a rock hit with

a stick takes place, find answers

thanks to Böhme, in being outside the

subject and inside the body’s ability to

extend its perceptual space. The set

of real sounds that characterizes the

sound landscape resonates with our
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body space helping to reshape it [12].

Notes:

[1] In this regard it is interesting to see

the study of neurosciences as

gestures, tone of voice, music, the

snap of the fingers and the

surrounding environment which

become the gym where learning takes

place. See Rizzolatti-Sinigaglia, I know

what you do. The brain that acts and

mirror neurons, Cortina, Milano 2006

and for the more musical aspects,

Bencivelli, Why we like music. Ear,

emotion, evolution, Sironi, Milan

2007./p>

[2] For a primary knowledge of these

topics, see: Ophälders, Philosophy,

aesthetic art, Mimesis, Milan 2008,

and German, “Ästhetische Arbeit. The

atmospheric aesthetics by Gernot

Böhme and the relevance of rhetoric”,

in Messori, Telling the aesthetic

experience, Aesthetica Praeprint,

aesthetic http://www.unipa.it/ /

download / Messori.pdf

[3] Having mentioned it, see the

criticism based on the understanding

of acts and object function that lead

to this theory-Rizzolatti Sinigaglia, I

know what you do, op. cit., p. 38.

[4] Böhme, The Space of Bodily
Presence and Space as a Medium of
Representation,

http://www.ifs.tu-darmstadt.de/filea

dmin/gradkoll/Publikationen/space-f

older/pdf/Boehme.pdf, p. 5.

[5] On this way of perceiving the

environment and the situations, the

twentieth century is full of examples,

just think of Proust. But in my opinion

it is essential to read one of the most

intimate text related to the places of

Benjamin, Berlin Childhood. Around
nineteen hundred, Einaudi, Torino

2007.

[6]Always remembering that

familiarity with the environment plays

a major role in the emotional stimuli.

[7] Böhme, “Acoustic Atmospheres. A

contribution to ecologic aesthetics” in

Colimberti, Ecology of music, ed,

Donzelli, Roma 2004, p. 105, of which

the English text can be downloaded

http://interact.uoregon.edu/MediaLit

/WFAE/journal/scape_1.pdf and

Böhme, “The atmosphere as the

fundamental concept of a new
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aesthetic,” in Journal of Aesthetics, ed

Griffero-Somaini, No. 33. (3 / 2006),

Year XLVI, pp. 5-24..

[8]Basic example of this is found in

Benjamin, not only in the famous

passage dedicated to the aura as a

sheath of the object, but within the

Berlin Childhood in the chapter

dedicated to “Kaiserpanorama, pp. 9-

10. It would also be interesting in this

regard to seek a confrontation on the

relationship between object and

space also within different disciplines

such as complicating the text and the

neologism Rampichini, Acusmetria.

The visible sound, Franco Angeli,

Milano 2004.

[9]The reference is directed to the

experiments and the many writings

that can be found on the World

Soundscape Project by M. Shafer.

[10] We do not want, here, to recall a

type of spatial mapping and the one

of acoustic stimuli that could be

detected in some experiments by

Societas Rafaello Sanzio, but rather

the ability to change the space around

the listener, not by depriving

themselves of visual perception. The

modelling which we talk about is

more likely related to a qualitative use

of spatial elements in the production

and processing of sound. You may

find the most appropriate approach in

physical computing and the use of

sensors.

[11] On the phenomenology of music,

see Piana, 

Philosophy of music

,

Guerrini e Associati, Milan 1991 and

Serra, 

Music body expression

,

Quodlibet, Macerata 2008

[12]In addition to Prometheus,

exemplary but old, we recommend

reading the book by David Toop,

Hounted Weather. Music, Silence and
Memory

, Serpent’s Tail, London 2004,

especially chap. 2 “Space and

Memory” pp. 40-109, where the

author elegantly relates the themes of

atmospheres to the work by Lucier,

Ikeda and others with a lot of great

references.
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The Influencers 2010: Art, Action, Disobedience
And Alchemy

Barbara Sansone

Heroes? Not really, according to them.

They do what we all could do, what

we all should maybe do: to denounce,

inform, express ourselves, find our

spaces, make our voice being heard

(especially when who should be

representing us, does not actually do

it at all)� and yet defend freedom,

enjoy ourselves, try to be fine and

take charge of the consequences of

our lifestyle over human kind and the

environment. Without being afraid,

without being submissive, get what is

ours, in a creative way, in a cultuerd,

artistic way.

We ought to implement art in our

everyday lifestyle , as a mean of

information (more properly, of

counter-information) and research: art

as action, as interpretation of reality,

also when this one appears to be

greater than us. Key word: integrity.

Let’s banish greed and consumption,

money and homologation. Let’s start

seeking a more authentic dimension,

a more sustainable reality.

Here is the message from the

participants of the 2010 edition of The

Influencers festival, a project by Bani

Brusadin, Eva Mattes and Franco

Mattes (a.k.a. 0100101110101101.ORG).

Having by now reached its sixth

edition, The Influencers is one of the

most interesting and groundbreaking

events in Barcellona’s cultural

landscape, especially for its capability

of superbly conjugating

entertainment with commitment,

laughter with cleverness.

We are hoping that what is being sold

to us as “crisis”, which keeps pruning

(if not even mowing down)

particularly the cultural

sphere/field/domain, will not get to

damage this one festival also, this

eagerly awaited appointment, that

was able to convey a vast group on

international followers in the Catalan

capital. However, let’s now get to the

2010 edition’s agenda, presenting by

all means some exceptional guests.
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James Acord, for instance; elderly yet

elegant man, bizarre azure hair and

penetrating gaze. His work has always

been characterized by the search of a

close relation with the actual world,

using stone in the very same way in

which bones and marrow operate in in

living beings. In fact, at a certain point

of his artistic maturation path, Acord

decides to work with granite, tough

and corrosive. In times of

considerable urbanization and

pollution, granite represented for

Acord the ideal matter to

communicate his ideas.

The thing about granite that has

always intrigued him is the fact that it

does contain a high concentration of

Uranium. Uranium is a rather

radioactive as well as poisonous

element. In order to make it safer,

Acord began to insert it in his

sculptures, after having derived it

from ceramic dishes manufactured in

the 1920s and ’30s. Before Second

World War and before USA nuclear

industry researches, this element was

as a matter of fact used in decorative

Arts, to confer an orange tone to

ceramic and glass.

After having moved to Hanford, –

where the core of USA nuclear

industry is based and what’s more,

site where the reactors that produced

the Plutonium for the nuclear bombs

dropped over Japan are built- he

started studying nuclear substances

and consulting experts, trying to

figure out how to apply the nuclear

process in sculpture. Through his

researches, Acord was eager to find

the way to enhance Art’s role as mean

for the understanding of society.

He ended up teaching History of Art

to nuclear engineers, in order to make

them acknowledge that art and

science are parallel routes, both

heading towards truth and

compassion. He in the meanwhile

realized that the actual secret of the

nuclear era was the possibility to

convert a substance into another: a

dream that has accompanied men

since Ancient Greece. Then was when

his long and complex path for getting

nuclear matter and obtaining the

permission to use a reactor for

creating his sculptures began.

Needless to say that he has had to

face difficulties and refuses, even

though at last he managed to legally

own a ton of Uranium, being

documenting all this adventure
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through a number of lectures and

exhibitions.

James Acord story was indeed tricky

as well as unique, although he hasn’t

been the only artist who turned his

interest to scientific issues with the

aim of making them more

understandable and transparent.

Another notable example is

embodied/represented by the Critical

Art Ensemble group. This cluster of

worldwide well-known artists, of

whom so much has been written and

said, is operating since 1986.

Through these years, the Critical Art

Ensemble group was the author of a

number of famous actions of

denounce, concerning various

themes, all of which are documented

in extremely interesting books which

can easily be downloaded from the

group’s website without any charging.

Crucial topics as DNA manipulation

and bacteriological wars are

approached , as well as the issue of

transgenic cultivations, which puts

genetically modified food on our

tables without any consent from us

whatsoever.

Critical Art Ensemble‘s actions are

aimed to inform people through

workshops and to highlight the

nonsense laying in governmental

authorities’ investments through

actions made in public places. It is

easy to perceive how hazardous this

kind of art is, especially in an epoch in

which noone is able to mark the

boundary between what is legal and

what is not, anymore. And Steve

Kurtz, CAE co-founder of the group is

well-aware of this.

His case did cause big sensation

among media and has become

renowned even beyond Art

environment boundaries: Kurtz has

been in fact accused of bioterroristic

activities, when FBI accidentally

discovered his artistic laboratory

inside his house. The whole story, as it

is reported in Lynn’s Hershman

Leeson’s film Strange Culture, made

Kurtz able to obtain the essential

moral and economic support from the

international Art community and

hence to positively conclude the

tough situation he was in.

Another very famous and greatly

active in practicing tactical media

group we had the pleasure to meet at
The Influencers

 was The Yes Men.

They are also hugely well-known by a

public which is now larger than the
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restricted artworld one; Andy

Bichlbaum e Mike Bonanno, aka The

Yes Men take the place of companies’

and international organizations’

spokesmen in an utterly funny and

ironical way, aiming to put in act their

dreams of justice and respect towards

human kind and environment.

An example: after several years of

waiting, hiding behind a fake website

they created, they were invited by

BBC as representatives from Dow

Chemical Company, which after

having purchased Union Carbide still

kept to not to take its responsibilities

of the Bhopal disaster in India, an

environmental catastrophe for which

no-one has payed yet, neither

economically nor legally and that still

keeps reaping victims, since the area

hasn’t been drained and reclaimed

yet.

Then suddenly, the fake Dow

Chemicals’ spokesmen publicly

apologize on television and promise

the company will pay for the

damages: as a consequence of this,

company’s shares slump, until the

prompt denial from Dow Chemicals

arrives and the action is unmasked.

During our meeting, the Yes Men told

us that at the beginning of their

activity, they have often experienced

their actions as they were being

failures, although maintaining the

usual irony in enacting them.

For instance when they organized a

conference during which they

presented a very advantageous

strategy for companies that though

would be life-threatening for people

in poor countries; instead of causing

public outrage, they had been

approached by many businessmen

that were highly interested in the

project and agreed with the kind of

philosophy presented.

A similar action was the one they put

up against Washington Chamber of

Commerce. This was an already

vulnerable target to hit since, as a

consequence of its position on

climate change, many were

threatening to leave (or had yet left)

the organization. The Yes Men

organized a fake press conference,

they rented a hall and sent a

notification to journalists stating that

the Chamber of Commerce had

changed its standpoint on the matter:

the legislation on Co2 emission the

congress was forthbringing would be

approved and there would even be a
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tax being put on them (so it would

have even been a more radical

standpoint compared to what the

congress was trying to do).

When one of the journalists, who had

misunderstood the place in which the

conference had to be, arrived at the

Chamber of Commerce headquarter,

the PR grasped what was happening

and ran to the conference where a

ludicrous battle for who was the

actual representative of the company

began. The Chamber of Commerce

did obviously sew the artists, the trial

is currently going on: this is not

considered from them as a problem

though, since their actions are aimed

to be acts of denounce, wiling to put

the actual truth on evidence.

This is the same reason for which they

attacked other companies, they

realized and are willing to keep

realizing films, -for instance The Yes

Men fix the world, which has been

shown during the festival-. Among

their actions there has also been the

printing of some fake editions of “The

New York Times” only containing

positive news about the ending of the

Iraq war, that have been then

distributed for free. Dreams and

hopes that may one day come true.

From denouncing companies and

businesses inadmissible behaviors, we

shift to decrying the control

marketing tries to wield over us and

our consuming ways. On the frontline,

parisian street artist Zevs, who began

his activity in Paris suburbs during the

90s, making use of the red color and

climbing walls seeking clear spaces to

paint on, in a city already saturated

with graffiti. His prime source of

inspiration is the urban space,

dominated by images among which

communication societies logos stand

out everywhere.

Zevs developed a distinctive style

studying them, going from using

inflammable painting in first place, to

subsequently paint shadows’

silhouettes (benches, streetlamps and

even sleeping tramps), using the very

same paint that is used to make zebra

crossings, to paint the outlines. During

the day shadows disappear; in this

way though, their contours, the

memory of them remains. Being

acting unauthorized, he used to go

around disguised in a yellow working

suit, that immediately became a

second skin for him.

He also used to wear a mask in order

to put distance between himself and

his works and actions, as well as to

give life to a character constituting a

performative element by itself.

Moreover, the mask has always

allowed him to remain anonymous,

turning him into a featureless

superhero people could project their

own image on. Even so, after being

arrested in Hong Kong, Zevs is no
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longer anonymous and does not wear

his mask anymore.

At the same time, Zevs also began

attacking models on streetposters,

perforating them with holes that

looked like gunshots or breaching the

paper to then spill red paint through

the cuts as if it was blood. The posters

were generally replaced after very

short times; but one night he himself

climbed the scaffoldings of Centre

Pompidou in Paris willing to “kill”

Hitchcock’s image. From that day on,

during the entire period of the

exhibition, Centre Pompidou kept

Zevs’ artwork “exhibited” as well.

Since working in the streets had

become extremely difficult for him

lately, he toke the decision to

transform his style into something

new. In 2002 he went to Berlin and

performed his famous “visual

kidnapping”: he cut out a model of a

gigantic Lavazza-poster (12 meters) in

Alexanderplatz, requesting a 500.000

euros ransom, figure that was

representative of the average budget

companies assign to advertising

campaigns. During the three years

period this project went on, a number

of actions has been made (among

which the sales of 1€ tickets to watch

the ‘execution’, in case Lavazza would

not pay the ransom) that ended up

with the ransom being payed and

donated to the Palais de Tokyo.

The liquidated logos is a series of

Zevs’ works that has become greatly

famed. One of these was the Chanel

logo, painted by Zevs on the outer

wall of a Giorgio Armani boutique in

central Hong Kong, not a very likely

place for street art indeed. In this

occasion Zevs was arrested and had

to wait there for one month longing

for a verdict that luckily did not end

up coinciding with the counterpart’s

requests, namely the commitment of

rebuilding the entire facade asking for

a nonsensical sum.

And this would not had been

appropriate at all, acknowledging that

the artist’s love for playing with

ephemeral, creating as well as making

disappear his artworks, implicates

working only using washable paints.

His “proper graffiti” are a prove of this

attitude: he draws on dirty walls with

a high pressure jet, removing layers of

accumulating dirt and smog. One

night during the festival, Zevs did

decorate Barcelona, replacing with his

drawings some images in backlit ad
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posters.

The Influencers 2010 furthermore

presented another manipulator of less

public though certainly more virtual

spaces, namely Joan Leandre. Leandre

started introducing himself in

videogames world not as mere user

but as code manipulator, transforming

the digital entertaining products. One

of his first interventions in this sense

has been to alter gravity parameters

in a auto TT videogame so that cars

could race over all the superficies of

the digital environment, including

walls. He has afterwards being

intervening on more parameters,

distorting the graphics through

surrealist representations that had

nothing to do with the actual game.

He hence began tackling the theme of

violence in videogames, inserting

virtual graffiti showing pacifist

contents in online games: wandering

around virtual environments, unaware

users could come across those

symbols of peace as if they were a

true component of the game

environment. Many users have had

outraged and threatening reactions

towards this operation, causing the

decision from the artist to stop

interfering with other people and to

go back working in a more intimate

way.

In the second phase of his artistic

development, Leandre he has been

operating on the games making

characters disappear from virtual

environments, allowing the player to

wander around in that emptiness with

no other aim than exploring the

surroundings. The artist has also been

experimenting the creation end the

editing of short videos completely

plotless but nevertheless filled up

with various symbolisms, which were

obtained by picking up a number of

previously manipulated sceneries that

were then being mixed with other

ones.

Later times editings, instead, present

selections of images picked from war

games, from which Leandre

exclusively chose the ones with

plants, that once reassembled by him,

were able to create the sensation of

being immersed in the flawless,

humansless peace of some nature

landscapes.

With their lighter attitude and thrilling,

jokey performances, the Black Label

Bike Club have cheered up the

festival. The group formed in USA in
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1992, presents itself in a Hell’s Angels

motorclub style, using typical gilets,

old beer-stained clothes damaged by

all the accidents they’d had, with the

detail of wearing baseball caps

instead of proper helmets.

Take a bike’s main body and cut it in

two. Put the parts together but in

reverse, assemble them with a cart

wheel on the back and a stroller one

on the front, then weld the pedal

structure to head’s height and the

saddle so as it is touching the

ground-. This could be one of the

hundreds of bikes that this group

creates through old bicycles and other

objects recycling. Two-leves bikes,

massive or very small, having shoes or

hammers instead of wheels.Black

Label Bike Club build whatever kind of

bikes, as long as they are proved to be

suitable for being used.

This being nonetheless only the first

phase of the process, concerning the

making of the bike. The second phase

consisting in having fun with these

bikes, along with indispensable large

amounts of beer. Their gatherings

with others “bike-clubs” (all of them

having in common a true passion for

cycling as well as a true repulsion for

cars culture) consist in coast to coast

crossings of the US, unfailingly turning

into parties during which many

activities are organized: bike-

costumizing labs are set up, medieval,

King Arthur-style tournaments fought

using safety-covered lances,

marathons during which racers must

drink six cans taped together while

they’re driving, high hurdles consisting

in walking across damp old

mattresses filled with feces and rotten

stuff without falling. Music and

alcohol are staple elements of all their

parties as well as police turns out to

be, every single time

Sometimes their actions present

political features, like when they

publicly destroyed a large portrait of

George Bush, and sometimes features

are more artistic oriented, as when

they summon artists to complement

the works adding sculpture elements

to scenographies; still, above all, the

aim in these happenings is to give

participants the possibility of

behaving in such a way they wouldn’t

normally do. In the festival

environment, the group organized a

three-days workshop opened to

anyone willing to build himself a new

bicycle or just to modify the one they

have already; the group then also
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invited people to take part to one of

their most audacious “Bike kill”, in

park of Barcelona.

Ultimately, there also is who gives

proof of boldness through more

understated methods, intimate and

meditative, abandoning for instance

all the comforts and beginning

traveling, walking with a donkey as

only companion in the middle of

nowhere, seeking the inner forgotten

nature of living beings. We are talking

about Christian Bettini aka P.ankh,

leading figure of

 Donkijote

, a project

recently produced by Gijón LABoral.

We had the pleasure of talking with

Christian, although we will put this

back for the moment saving it for a

monographic article in the next

Digimag issue. Readers interested in

the project and curious to know more

about it can have a look at Christian’s

travel diaries on the related website,

http://donkijote.org

http://www.theinfluencers.org/
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The Suicide Irony. Seppuko And Web 2.0
Suicidemachine

Loretta Borrelli

Talk about suicide has has hardly ever

been a simple thing, and that is

especially nowadays. It is a dodgy,

slippery ground. it might be tolerated

wether it is tackled pivoting the

speech on a medical-psychoanalitical

attitude, since it allows to remain in a

detached, scientific standpoint. Yet it

becomes extremely likely to upset

many people’s sensitivity, if one tries

to relate the subject to contemporary

thought and politics. Think for

instance of german composer

Karlheinz Stockhausen statement

about the twin Towers attack

(“September the 11th is the greatest

artwork that has ever been realized”)

that cost him the cancellation of

several concerts and that non only in

the USA.

Nevertheless, it is now essential to

take account of the fact that suicide

has lately become an act of

undoubtable political valiance. What

Franco Berardi Bifo defines “the

suicidal decade” has just ended/come

to its conclusion/concluded.

The Twin Towers attack is likely to be

the most vivid image in our memories

regarding such actions; a sucide-

massacre that became the onset of

the collective awareness of an

unavoidable political and economical

twisting at global level, in despite of

all the global movements that

originated during Seattle

demonstrations. Albeit this surely was

the most simple and clear example,

many similar ones occurred which as

well roused public attention. Like the

many suicide-slaughters committed

by students and common people, in

the US as worldwide. It would be a

mistake though to think of their

importance being uniquely about

involving public spaces and unaware

victims.

In February 2005 four youths between

19 and 30 were found lifeless on

Hokkaido Island in Japan. Last of a

long series of suicides on the internet
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and that already counted 16 victims

during the month of February only.

Besides, this was only a small-scale

episode compared to the appalling

number of youngsters deciding to

commit suicide every year. The

problem stirred up Japanese

government concern, seeing the

alarming rate of growth of the

phenomenon.

Notwithstanding the interventions

aimed to forbid access to forums and

websites where these collective

suicides are organized and where

detailed information on ways and

methods to voluntarily killing oneself

are given, it has not been possible to

stop the increasing of this tendency,

which has lately become a “live”

action online. There have been some

appalling episodes in Italy as well.

“On the 11th of July 2005 Ciro Eugenio

Milani, 26, kills himself in a city in

Northern Italy jumping off a bridge in

the Adda river. During the previous

one hundred days, he had begun to

write on a blog, the introduction to

which stated: “This is the public diary

of a suicidal. I have made my mind

clear, I know what I’m going to do and

when […] Feel free to comment what I

write”.

One of the possible interpretations is

suggested by Franco Berardi Bifo: “In

our times, the new adults part of the

generation that grew up learning from

global media to watch and want and

wish that life media lead to expect,

and those needs that advertisement

imposes as essential […] in the very

moment while all the promises of

growth capitalism had made are

flopping down across the whole

occidental world, a generation is

growing up, being destined to always

obtain from life less than what their

parents have.

Less stable jobs opportunities, less

occasions to get rich, less

consumings; but on the top of all, less

pleasure, less communities, less

support, less affection. Media

Narcissus soon discovers he must pay

his competitive run.” (Franco Berardi

Bifo, Narciso Terrorista) desperate

Suicide becomes the last astounding,

showed off act of a generation whose

passions are sad and that is incapable

of changing, a deed much resembling

one of the last talks on Ciro Eugenio

Milani’s blog: “What is it that is so bad

in your life?” someone asks him . “I

don’t like it” he answers “I believe it’s

useless and I’m too lazy to try to
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change it.”

Seeing this range of desperate actions

examples, it is easy to comprehend

irritation and denial in reactions, when

a speech about an esthetic of suicide

is attempted, perhaps also because

such a viewpoint underlines human

determination towards self-

destruction and distraction in such

times in which productivity is

considered a staple value. And yet Art

world began to approach these

matters since a while, for instance in

the (cancelled) exhibition in

September 2009 entitled A Lady, A

Mother, A Murderer: Exhibition on

Ferror (Female Terror) by two Israeli

artists, Galina Bleikh and Lilia Chak, or

in the exhibition showing

photographs of a suicidal-slaughter in

Finland.

Already in 2005 Cory Arcangel had

sent to his Friendster contacts a

message announcing his suicide,

namely he was abandoning that social
network. During the launch of the

magazine “The Believer” he also read a

text quoting the last letter Kurt

Cobain wrote, deactivating his

account. The following year French

online community Myownspace was

inviting Myspace users to utilize Anti-

Myspace Banner Wizard to insert a

banner in their account appealing for

people to get the life back

committing a Myspace suicide. The

proposal was to then choose

independent hosts, as Myownspace

itself, for instance, which do not use

the content users upload to make

profit.

Equally interesting are the works that

started at the end of 2009. One is

Seppuko by Les Liens Invisibles, that

has been presented in November

during Turin Share festival, and that

has also seen the contribution of

designers group ParcoDiYellowstone.

The other one is Web 2.0

Suicidemachine by Moddr Lab,

presented in December at the Worm

in Rotterdam.

The first one is based on Facebook, it

purposes suicide on such platform as

a cutting-edge experience to be

spread among one’s friends. Making

reference to Luther Blisset the Les

Liens Invisibles are, through Seppuko,

recalling the ancient samurai image,

who had no other choice when

trapped, than honorably committing

suicide. The ones committing

Seppuko had to log-in on Facebook,

send a leave taking message to their
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friends, inviting them to enact the

same ritual, and in the moment of the

proper “Facebook suicide” a memorial

page of the person was created.

The action was not definitive. It was in

fact possible to resuscitate one’s own

identity just logging in again.

Although, the actual goal was to make

this action being as widespread as

possible.

This initiative did stir up a number of

critics on web 2.0: going from the

concept of identity that social

networks impose, to the value given

to each aspect of individuality that

becomes a product for consuming.

Seppuko does not suggest that

escaping radically from new

production methods is possible, but

that through an ironical use of suicide

the target is put, of an “involuntary

strike”, a sudden massive fall in the

production of information through

viral diffusion of practice.

Web 2.0 Suicidemachine, instead, is

presented as a profile-deactivation

service for many different platforms,

Facebook, Myspace, Twitter and

LinkedIn. Through inserting your own

username and password the system

connects to the several social

networks you have an account on and

it modifies the informations thus

forbidding further logins, and

deactivates the account. On the

website you can find a video telling

the story of an average internet user,

tapped up at home depending only on

his virtual life on social networks. This

kind of behavior is the one young

Japanese adopt, so-called hikikomori

lock themselves in their rooms and

refuse to exit them for no matter what

reason.

The incapability to relate oneself with

the external world compensates in

the “perfect flow of information,

universal valorizing fluid” (Franco

Berardi, “Hikikomori of the world

unite”). They live in an obstacleless

world with no boundaries. For this

reason Web 2.0 suicidemachine,

subtracting individual users from this

flow through an exodus, allows to give

an enhanced, more aware significance

to oneself presence on the internet,

for the individuals as for the economic

system. Both works have quickly

aroused Facebook attention, which

did not put time in waiting to send to

the two groups legal warning letters.

This has caused the interruption of

their functions on social networks for
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the two groups.

It is surely ironical the fact that trough

the metaphor of suicide can somehow

unsettle a web articulation of

postfordist capitalism, which is the

very main cause of these (non

metaphorical) suicides growth. In this

interview Gordan Savicic, member of

Moddr lab and Guy McMusker,

spokesman of Les Liens Invisibles,

expressed their opinions regarding

these issues.

Loretta Borrelli: On your website you

proposed “to kill your fake virtual

friends, and completely do away with

your Web2.0 alterego”. In a video you

said “online experience is absolutely

not sostitute to the real time

experience, take your life back”. Do

you think there could be an

alternative way to use these

technologies, or do you think that the

only possible way out is exodus?

Gordan Savicic (Suicidemachine):The

suicide machine is, of course, a radical

solution for the by now popular term

“unfriending,” which became Oxford

word of the year 2009. However, I am

not blaming social networks for

disconnecting people. There are for

sure good aspects in staying

connecting with friends and family

living abroad using Facebook & Co.,

but (most of the) people are not fully

aware of the privacy-tradeoffs.

Those services will hold your collected

information forever on their servers

and use the acquired data for

targeted marketing analysis. Seamless

connectivity and rich social

experience offered by web2.0

companies are the very antithesis of

human freedom. Users are entrapped

in a high resolution panoptic prison

without walls, accessible from

anywhere in the world.

Loretta Borrelli:In a Seppukoo

operation it is evident to anyone

having some familiarity with media-

activation experiences the reference

to Luther Blisset, who staged his own

Seppukoo in 1999. Besides, you made

use of testimonials  whose citations

were between ironic and radical.  The

simultaneous use of fake identities on

Facebook and of the metaphor of

suicide as last gesture of honour that

a Samurai can accomplish, is it a

proposal for escaping an invisible

enemy or one already disappeared?

Guy McMusker (Seppukoo): The

prevailing influence is surely that of
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Luther Blisset. Anyway we gave

several readings to the project, maybe

not always fully coherent among

them.

The reference to Luther Blisset is an

invitation to a return into anonymity

abandoning that identity that

Facebook obliges on you. We

proposed again this experience in a

different context, such that could be

shared more easily, a democratization

of the practice. Not so much Luther

Blisset as an identity, but as an

approach to an identity.

Disabling an account is a function

accessible to anybody. We needed

something more than this.

We needed a way capable of

conveying it to everybody, an

incentive to start this practice. Maybe

this operation could be defined more

marketing-oriented when compared

to our previous work. Surely it has

been better reasoned from the

diffusion point of view. Aimed at

inducing the users to play with their

identity.   Initially it might have

seemed that the use of actual names

was not that relevant, but one had

soon to realise that this is the only

modality for existing on Facebook.

When making use of the testimonials

during the operation, we played

ourselves as actually  being  the

characters we created. We wrote

parts of songs and texts retrieved

from those who had been famous or

popular. We were them under a

certain point of view. We found

ourselves among absurd friends

whose names were in part fantasy

names due to the fear of being

cancelled under betrayal  from other

users induced to it by the Company. It

looked as a sort of secret society, a

group of  imaginary fake-friends.

Facebook tolerates the presence of

fake accounts although their Terms of

Use forbidthem and this provides an

excuse for suddenly closing them. In

fact they don’t have an interest in

closing an account like for instance

that of a bidet. At least not now even

if they are becoming increasingly

alert. Comparing  to  anonymity we

referred also to the text “ The

insurgence coming from the Invisible

Committee”. We are dealing with a

controversial text whose political

solutions are not of much interest to

us.

The passage we cited serves us in

order to propose a different imaginary

reality. In particular when the text

talks about “Escaping the visibility.

Turn anonymity into an offensive

position” If the enemy disappears,

anonymity remains a way for re-

equilibrating the parties being

confronted. By the way the anonymity

we refer to is that of the early period

of the web, when being anonymous

was ordinary practice, not a terrorist
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practice.  The refusal of anonymity

inside social networks  clearly

separates the early networks from

today’s ones.

We followed it with a citation from

Jim Morrison in order to put that

citation inside our work. We deemed

it as a legitimate opposition, useful in

order to create a sense suggestion,

passing between a radical and a pop

position. The element allowing us to

link the two positions is the proximity

to a cultural terrorist like Luther

Blissett, who is proposing a position

similar to that of the Invisible

Committee but played in another

context.

Loretta Borrelli:In your opinion what’s

the meaning of the term “social”? Do

you think the rigid definition of social

relationships, such as “friend” or

“follower”, was a decisive factor for

the success of social networks?

Gordan Savicic (Suicidemachine): The

success lies in their intrinsic structure

creating rather nodes than >

individuals. They are so-called

network user interfaces providing a >

simplistic graphical user interface to a

huge social vector graph which can be

accessed from any network-enabled

device. Terms like “friend” or

“follower” are literal translations of

“ties” and “nodes” taken from social

network theory. First, the elementary

thing about them is the > potential

use of network nodes. Each user is a

dynamic buoy shifting within a

melting social sea which makes them

so attractive to use.

They can specify their own content or

share photos and movies with their

friends, show off with their entourage

and even work collaboratively on

texts, while all accumulated data can

be easily made accessible to a

considerable wide range of people.

Andres Manniste brings in a good

comparison when he bridges the

incorporated function of social

network sites to cell phones5. In his

view cell phones became multi-

purpose tools, game console, still and

video camera and mail client, mobile

network nodes while its GUI is being

kept rather practical. In > proliferating

social platforms like Hyves, Facebook,

Myspace etc. the GUI acts like a

cellphone.

Guy McMusker (Seppukoo):”Friend” is

a word which per se doesn’t have

much sense, as it is difficult to

succeed in defining who can be
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identified as such in a network like

Facebook. For this reason we prefer to

rather define them as connections,

since we deal from a long time with

what we call invisible connections.

Using the term “friend” in this context

was decisive as a mean for putting

significance on something that is

nothing else than a computer

connection, that is two profiles linked

together. In the same way we put

significance on the term disablement,

which per se is rather aseptic. We are

not dealing with a misleading use of

the terms per se, but it is surely

relevant.

This implies that the viral aspect is

fundamental as the users  are finding 

themselves enrolled in those social

networks which actually  provide

most connections. Even if better

instruments could exist, it is because

of these connections that one goes to

Facebook rather than to another

network.   These platforms are fed

through different modalities, but the

viral aspect is important as activation

energy. In this work we played a lot.

The users did their Seppukoo, as there

was somebody else they trusted, who

did it before them.  The element of

the connection was somehow

sponsoring the game, it was its

bearing element.

The idea was that of using marketing

strategies similar to those of

Facebook or Twitter, capsizing them.

The metaphor of a suicide has been a

mean for reaching people, but it was

of fundamental importance that it had

not to be the final mean for inducing

users to it, joining all their connection

in a viral way, so reaching the

network.

Loretta Borrelli:Usually, when

analysing the new ways of production,

one tends to put the work and free

time on the same level, it seems that

the so called “prosumer� is now a

basic element for capitalism. One

doesn’t speak no more of

“reproduction of capital”, but rather of

“valorisation of subjectivities in a

constant creative process”. Over time

there was a lot of political debates

about possible answers to this

situation, that influenced in a more or

less direct way even arts.

Do you think that your work follows

this direction? In other words, did you

think about a possible option, or an

alternative way? Do you think you

suggested such a direction with

Suicide Machine, or do you think that
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the approach to the artistic work has

to be different?

Gordan Savicic (Suicidemachine):We

consider the web2.0 suicidemachine

as a socio-political net-art piece. Most

web2.0 users are not fully aware that

by interacting with those platforms

they are delivering data which is used

for targeted advertisment and market

analysis. A positive outcome of the

media stir about Facebook and the
web2.0 suicidemachine

 are the

reactions and discussions people are

starting about issues related to

privacy, intellectual property and

abusive use of social networks. There

has been a growth in the technology

for information sharing but not a

commensurate education in what

information we should share.

Guy McMusker (Seppukoo): Being

present on a social network can be

considered as political act from

several viewpoints. Users are aware

that these platforms are a source of

profit for some, in fact they actually

get paradoxically surprised when they

find services that are completely free.

This being about an unspoken

acceptance causing a tendency to

underestimate quite a number of

things. It clearly is a a totally naive

attitude, considering that it is utterly

unlikely that such forgoing would not

be detrimental for some aspect of our

lives.

All individuals are almost truly

persuaded to be have the ability to

improve their identities, hence they

are driven to show off the best image

possible of themselves. This leads to

the illusion of having under control

substantial identity as well. The

margin of manipulation available is

wider than the one you have in real

life. Therefore you tacitly accept to be

manipulated by the platform.

Recent Mark Zuckerberg statements

clearly show which is the actual aim of

such a kind of framework. Everything

must be visible. Everyone has to show

everything he has or does, otherwise

means that he has some suspicious

reason to not to.

Thinking about suicide as a ‘viral’, we

conceived it as a sort of involuntary

form of strike. A massive accounts

deactivation might potentially

represent a denial of this

supervalorization of oneself’s virtual

body, hence put into action what the

Tiqqun group calls a human strike.

Each person missing implied the lack
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of all the person’s contacts as well.

Seppuko project was created to shift

an individual action onto a a collective

stage through the mechanism of viral

invitations. The more people were

disconnecting from Facebook, the

more they were somehow creating a

group of subject denying their

individuality with all the

consequences this implied in

economic terms. All this obviously

consists in a symbolic hint, which has

also been the first one being blocked.

The fact that we do not consider

shaking off this production system an

impossible task, brought us to play on 

the ritual of committing suicide as a

last deed of honor, when there is no

escape. It is difficult to actually

completely disconnect from

Facebook, since in someway data

about you remain frozen there. This

one is another aspect we wanted to

point out. In the very moment I allow

an account to be deactivated and

underline the option register again, I

make the persistence of our data

being on servers, out of our control,

noticeable.

In this overlook, the invitation to

rediscover anonymity on the web was

supposed to be hint rather than a

direction on what to do. We have

received emails from users

apologizing for not still having

committed seppuko, almost as if the

fact of not having committed suicide

on Facebook yet, was actually a

problem.

Loretta Borrelli:The increasing

attention on these platforms to

identity and to the developement of

user interfaces that allows deceptive

expression of individuals raised some

doubts about the idea of network as a

form of “non-hierarchical and

horizontal democracy”. Do you think

the idea of network still preserves

undamaged potentials? What were

the reasons for these doubts, in your

opinion? They can be, for instance, the

user interface settings? Or the

structuring of relationships? Or the

idea of “individual� built in such ways?

Gordan Savicic (Suicidemachine): The

idea of a “non-hierarchical and

horizontal democracy” is nothing new

and has been dreamed off in the

beginning of the Internet already.

Even the technology they use haven’t

changed that drastically. What did

change is what Lazzarato defines as

the production of subjectivity which

becomes directly productive and is no
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longer stored on the user’s harddisk.

Guy McMusker (Seppukoo): The

concept of network does without any

doubt keep bearing potential. In

Facebook specific case though, the

network is bounded to profit. It has

been sometimes said that this kind of

platforms give unexpected

possibilities of counterinformation.

Still, they are led by companies

holding the power to delete accounts

whenever it is needed. We most of all

reacted to the rhetoric associated to

the web. Twitter, for instance, is being

alleged of being a tool that facilitated

Iranian activists’ actions. In our case, it

was clear that when a media is being

questioned, this one having been

deviously disguising as a model of

society, well at that point many

obstructions actions occur.

They acquired incredible power, being

in some cases considered as only one

means of counterinformation,

although in this case they clearly

proved they have the possibility to

forbid you to speak. The idea that

there always has to be a criticism, a

non total acceptance of the tools,

goes beyond the matter of network.

The network does have potentials, it

depends on who manages it, that is

what makes the difference.

Loretta Borrelli: Facebook’s reaction

to your work was very aggressive

indeed. Why, according to you, was a

very popular social network so

frightened by a small website such

yours?

Gordan Savicic (Suicidemachine): I

guess they just want to make sure

that the walled garden they’ve

created is not disturbed by artistic

interventions. Sending a C&D letter is

a quite usual reaction by big

companies to threaten people and

showcase their power. If 2.0 suicides

are becoming chiq, Facebook will

have a hard time to keep their

(already fragile) business model alive

within the social network soup of

platforms. The success of the web 2.0

suicidemachine relies on its simplistic

interface. The slick and catchy design

promises an elegant way of opting

out. By using the same user-interface

techniques as web2.0 startup

companies, it has been reviewed as

some kind of company offering a

deletion tool for virtual friendship and

the new narcissm.
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Guy McMusker (Seppukoo): Frankly,

we were surprised of an action we

have thought being deleterious for

them, from a media point of view.

Such a reaction was manifestly in

contradiction with the rhetoric of

freedom they bring on and we would

have rather expected them to use

other ways to put us in trouble. It is

not actually suicide they are afraid of,

but mostly all that orbits around the

idea of privacy as property. In July we

found out that a legal letter was sent

to an online service

(www.power.com) that basically

worked in the same way as our

system and asked for Facebook

access credentials, in order to allow

the managing of several social

networks at the same time.

Whilst with some social networks it

can be possible to be done, Facebook

categorically forbids its users to use

accounts access informations for

services furnished by third parts.

Doing this it shows the will of not to

have any kind of intermediaries, since

in case there would be any, economic

profits would be lacking, hence this is

the reason of their aggressiveness.

Facebook action has become a

fundamental  part of the project, from

the suicide stage we asked ourselves

the question about whose are these

simple informations as usernames and

passwords? They are so sure users will

not leave the platform whatsoever

that they take license to do actions

openly in contrast with what they

promise.

http://www.seppukoo.com/

http://suicidemachine.org/
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Tortuous Visions Of Lu Yang. The Bioart In
China

Robin Peckham

New media art in greater China, when

it is present, tends toward the

conservative: re-engineered video

games, simplistically interactive video

installations, and sound art are the

norm. In a few corners, however, a

new wave of artists is pushing this

envelope and developing new strains

of practice based particularly around

the complementary poles of aesthetic

coding and, most intriguingly,

biological matter.

One of the leaders of this new foray

into bioart is Lu Yang, a young artist

born 1974 in Shanghai and now based

both there and in Hangzhou, where

she earned two degrees in the new

media department of the China

Academy of Fine Arts. Though her

work has been widely shown at major

alternative spaces throughout China

and has earned the support of major

figures like artists Zhang Peili, Yao

Dajuin, and Wang Changcun and

curator Zhang Ga, it has yet to receive

much critical attention in either

Chinese or English.

This is surprisingly, especially given

the obscure aesthetics and

conceptual invocations of major social

issues present in her best work. Like

most artists working in biological

media internationally, Lu Yang is no

stranger to controversy–but her

particular interventions into the

political order of bodies via electrical,

visual, and aural apparatuses is

courageous in a critical sense, denying

a humanist aesthetics in favor of a

rigorous explanation of the

callousness towards life beyond the

self within some systems of Chinese

philosophy.

Her best works borrow equally from

the sheen of science fiction and the

history of anti-humanist image-

making in the contemporary

Hangzhou tradition, questioning the

possibilities for future development

set out in the collective imagination of

both our literary fictions and our built
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realities.

Perhaps this is the beginning of a new

ethics of the biopolitical imbued with

the productivity of the experimental,

searching for an alternative to the

ideology of efficiency through an

exploration of technical forms and life

as content. I sat down with Lu Yang in

order to find out.

Robin Peckham: Let’s start at the very

beginning. You were born in Shanghai

in 1984, which raises two questions.

First: how do you feel about the idea

of Shanghai as a distinct artistic

culture? The past several years have

seen a renewed interest in a certain

fashionable notion of “haipai,” a so-

called Shanghai style that might

include video artist Yang Fudong,

installation artist Xu Zhen, and

conceptual painter Zhou Tiehai–all

artists from different circles, but they

have nevertheless been labeled under

a single movement. Is your work

related to this phenomenon?

Lu Yang: As a Shanghainese, you

could actually say I’m not very purely

Shanghainese, not because of my

parents genes, but rather perhaps

because I left Shanghai for school at a

very early age. Normally the

intellectual and cultural ideas with

which I’ve been in contact come from

multiple sources, so personally I’ve

never really considered regionalism as

a source or major component of my

life and work as an artist. I don’t think

many artists in Shanghai would place

themselves within that “haipai”

framework either, it seems to come

mostly from external criticism.

Robin Peckham: You earned both your

bachelor’s and master’s degrees at the

department of new media art within

the China Academy of Fine Arts in

Hangzhou, one of China’s two premier

art schools. What kind of influence has

this background had on your work?

Lu Yang: I spent almost seven years in

the new media department. Because I

came into contact with contemporary

art early on in life, when I applied for

entrance to the China Academy I was

interested in a more experimental,

diverse artistic production, so the new

media department was the best

choice I could possibly have made.

Without getting into technical issues, I

think the new media department

offers something above and beyond

any other faculty in the academy:

diverse perspectives on styles and

practices of art.
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Robin Peckham: With whom did you

study, primarily? Your last museum

solo exhibition in Shanghai was

curated by Zhang Peili, the founding

chair of the department and a pioneer

of video art in China; could you

describe his influence on your

education? How do you understand

his place in the history of Chinese

media art? I previously worked him in

a gallery context, and I always enjoy

hearing what his students think of his

work.

Lu Yang: Zhang Peili directed my

master’s thesis and his

encouragement has certainly been a

major factor in my production; he is a

great educator and a great artist.

Robin Peckham: When speaking of

the new media department I can’t

help but think of another issue that

has always fascinated me. Many

graduates of that program don’t end

up using technologically progressive

media within their work, and some of

them don’t even understand basic

computing tasks, but there is

nevertheless a certain perspective on

the newness of media that remains

evident in their work–I’m thinking

here of Zhang Liaoyuan, the members

of Small Productions, and perhaps a

few others. My impression is that you

don’t really belong to this category,

but how do you see the question?

Lu Yang: “New media” sounds very

cool, very sophisticated, but

considering the question from a

purely technological perspective

we’ve always been far, far behind the

advanced end of high technology. I

imagine that some of the artists you

mention work through an educational

process that involves the

consideration of technique and art

and the relationship between the two,

while others might totally abandon

the idea of technology or technique

within art–there are all kinds of

possibilities..

Robin Peckham:How did you learn

certain technical processes, or how

did you become interested in new

media to begin with–how did this

interest arise, and what process has it

gone through both within and beyond

the new media department?

Lu Yang: I am independently

interested in both art and technology,

so I never forced myself to learn any

technological skill sets just because of

my studies. In fact, I think my interest

in science vastly exceeds my interest
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in this abstraction of “art.”

Learning is natural, it is not limited to

signing up for specific tutoring

courses in whatever subject or the

reductive process of first learning and

then opportunistically putting that

knowledge into action. The

motivation behind my self-education

is my creative production, so

whatever technological skills my work

needs, I naturally carry out research

and study.

Robin Peckham:Now I’d like to ask

about a few more general issues,

particularly revolving around the

nexus between technology and

politics. To begin with, for some of

your more complicated works, how

did you pick up the requisite

techniques? Are all the effects created

by your own hand, or have you used

technicians and assistants? Have you

studied any programming? Or

biology?

Lu Yang: Technology and politics?

That’s an issue I haven’t really

considered. I’m totally uninterested in

politics, as long as it doesn’t influence

my immediate and tangible interests.

As for technologies used in my works,

that varies from piece to piece. For

example I typically have to find help

for programming computers and

other devices, but for the production

of biological projects I rely solely on

my own educational background.

Simple technological issues I will

resolve myself as much as possible,

but sometimes I do have assistance

with particular problems.

Robin Peckham: How familiar are you

with contemporary international

discourses of amateur biology and

bioart?

Lu Yang: I am very much interested in

bioart, and I’m sure that’s something

that comes to mind when you see my

work. I need to continue studying

biological sciences and anatomical

sciences, broadening my

understanding of the newest

technological procedures–this is a

major point of interest for me. Within

China, you very rarely even hear this

term “bioart.”

Robin Peckham: With that out of the

way I hope we can talk a bit about

your recent works of the past three

years or so. The earliest one of you

works I’ve seen is actually an

animation dated to 2006. Looking

back on that work now, how do you
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see that energy? How has your

productive process changed since

them? Do you see a shared aesthetic

with other young Hangzhou

animators, like Wu Junyong or Sun

Xun?

Lu Yang: I think that animation was

actually a homework assignment for

some class or other, and at the time it

took me a huge amount of effort to

pull the project together. Ha, in my

memory now I recall how persistent I

was in working on such a simple

project back then. I don’t think I’ll

work any further in animation

production–it really is too difficult, too

tiring to work in such a labor-intensive

medium, to know that each such work

is produced entirely independently. I

am not terribly enthusiastic about

animation as a style, so of course I

don’t think I have much of a

relationship with that circle of

animation artists.

Robin Peckham: Than, there was
Ghost Bed (2006), basically a silicone

mask with tiny motors under it that

moved very slightly, mimicking the

involuntary paralysis of nightmares

and other situations during which the

body is uncontrollable. Was there a

live performance component to that

piece? Was the installation

interactive? How was the project

received in Basel at plug.in festival?

Lu Yang: There was an entertaining

phenomenon during that exhibition,

which proves the validity of your

question, which is that many viewers

thought it was interactive, when in

reality the face is just making ever so

subtle mechanical movements, very

repetitive. If you don’t look at it

carefully, you might not even be able

to tell that it moves at all, so many got

the impression that it was interacting

with them as they moved closer. I

think it is easy to extrapolate from

that incident a major problem with

so-called “media art” as a whole:

increasingly, simplistically interactive

works have trained art audiences to

respond reflexively.

It might have been hilarious, but we

should reflect seriously on the issue: I

never make supposedly interactive

work and never install sensing

modules of any kind in my work,

because I believe that if you are not

attracting the audience to interact

very naturally and and at the same

time strongly exciting them to some

degree, then there is no reason to

contemplate what kind of game

you’re making for your audience to

play with.

Such a game might as well be low-

tech, or better yet send the audience

to play with arcade game

machines–ha ha. Personally, I would

never produce new work based first

on the perspective of a particular

technology. I think there is a
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phenomenon evident in much “high-

tech” Western work where however

you look at it in terms of technology,

style, or material it is all very

impressive, but you just glance at it

once and then pass by–there is no

way to incite deeper thinking or

reflection, or you might even call it

boring.

 Robin Peckham: It actually reminds

me a bit of the Paul McCarthy work

currently on view at the London

branch of Gagosian Gallery,

Mechanical Pig (2003-2005) in which

a silicone pig, which moves, sits atop

some complex of very obvious, very

explicit machinery. The theme of that

exhibition is the artistic heritage left

by J.G. Ballard. I wonder, have you

read his work? What do you think

about his visions of Shanghai, or his

science fiction in general? Do you read

any Chinese science fiction?

Lu Yang: I haven’t seen that Paul

McCarthy work, but thanks for

recommending J.G. Ballard, I will have

to read up on more of his work in the

future. My interest in science fictional

work is relatively recent, and the only

Chinese science fiction writer I know

is Ni Kuang [a martial arts and science

fantasy novelist widely read but rarely

respected]. There are two American

science fiction movies that I enjoyed

recently, Moon from 2009 and The
Man from Earth from 2007. Star Trek

is also very cool. I am in the process of

turning from a horror film buff to a

science fiction fan, so Yao Dajuin has

joked that I’m turning from religion to

science. I suppose from now on I’ll

belong to the geek phase of life.

Robin Peckham: Where does this

work Part of Cupboard (2007) come

from? It basically consists of very

many photographs of the bottoms of

feet recalling corpses in a morgue fit

onto a grid; each photograph is taken

from a slightly different angle causing

an anxiety of perspective. How do you

see it in terms of visual expression?

Would you refer to the project as an

archive of inorganic (or formerly

organic) material?

Lu Yang: This is one of my personal

favorite works, in which I turn the lens

to capture images in a style that

frames perspective in an interesting

way. I assume the archive you refer to

would be a documentation of those

people? With this work many viewers

will notice certain details, largely

because the images of the soles of

feet that make up the overall
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composition of the work allow the

viewer to guess particular details of

each individual, such as age or

experience.

But I, on the other hand, believe that

the work needs to be viewed in total

from a distance that it is the forceful

notion of perspective both composed

of and lying within the two-

dimensional visual effect that makes it

interesting. You have to stand around

ten meters away from the work and

directly in line with its center for this

forced perspective to make sense

visually; otherwise, there is a conflict

between the actual perspective of the

exhibition space and the image

perspective of the work.

Robin Peckham: The Rack (2008)

seems to be an installation of

collective castration, consisting of a

torture device into which penises can

be locked and a photograph of the

device in use by a half dozen

blindfolded men. It actually feels a bit

humorous, closer to the kind of work

the Shuangxi Art Center collective

makes, full of youthful, pubescent

energy, rebellion, and jokes. Actually,

more like what I have come to expect

from graduates of the new media

department in general. As a female

artist working in the new media art

circle in China, do you ever sense a

certain pressure in this regard? Does

this work approach those issues?

Lu Yang: As a female artist there is

occasionally a feeling of pressure or

unfairness. Perhaps the creation of

this work was just venting the evil

desires in my mind, ha ha. But the

production of that piece was very

polished–the design of the torture

device, varnishing, distressing, and all

of those processes were completed

by my hand alone

Power of Mind/ Power of Will (2008)

is another more humorous piece,

consisting of a video or photograph

out of the eyes of which neon green

laser pointers beam into the darkness.

Perhaps this is closer to the realm of

purely media theory based art that we

find in some Western contexts. In

terms of more casual work like this,

how do you understand its links to the

more “perverse” projects you work

on?

Recently I’ve been working on

developing this work into a series

called the 
Power of Will Plan

. I will use

the same format to produce more

works belonging to the series,
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because I feel the idea still needs

further excavation and

development–therefore, continuation

is the best strategy. Perhaps what is

interesting in terms of this work is the

gradual development from the

earliest version, which was just a

photograph with two holes punched

over the eyes–very low-tech–towards

a more high-tech advancement; I

think this process is quite interesting

in and of itself. My thinking on this

process is dendriform or tree-like,

tending towards extension and

widening; it is not that each work

must maintain a certain style, but the

full project should reflect an overall

feeling of authorship.

Robin Peckham: The work
Reproductive System Redesign (2008)

in which you take anatomical

drawings of animals and reassign the

captions in a nonsensical order, the

first time you used the aesthetics of a

medical textbook, this style that

appears repeatedly in your recent

work? Actually with this work in

particular I am curious: your

“redesign” process is very exaggerated

and unrealistic, such that the viewer

couldn’t possibly believe the veracity

of the labels you have added. What is

the goal of this crude imitation?

Lu Yang: Goal? This was just the first

series of works in which I started to

use two-dimensional images and

drawings to express conceptual work.

Robin Peckham: In Finger Yoga Group
(2009), a photograph that compares

your double-jointed thumbs with

those of someone with a similar body

structure, the work again raises this

idea of awkward biology, of the

strangeness of the body–perhaps we

are again looking at images of torture.

But here the body is your own, rather

than that of a lower vertebrate or

corpse. Is this element of

autobiography important to you? Who

is the other person you found to

include in the work?

Lu Yang: Not every work requires a

grand background framework. This

piece tends more toward the

minuscule interests of everyday life; if

we need official, large, and well-

produced exhibitions, then we also

need these “small production”

exhibitions to make very ordinary,

very simple, very offhand works. The

other person is just someone who can

make their hands take the same

posture…

Robin Peckham: Fairyland (2009) is a
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video and photographic series in

which a traditionally Chinese utopian

scene is constructed out of foam and

then degraded over time by atomized

turpentine that appears as a mystical

cloud. In my mind, this touches upon

three core themes: media cultures or

the mediation of reality, paradise, and

degradation. Which aspect interests

you the most? Do you consider the

work a critique of televisual culture?

Lu Yang: The work certainly picks up

on a particular direction of television

culture, like this idea of a wonderful

fantasy world that, within that

fantasy, remains eternally pristine.

That kind of fantasy or mystique

always makes me think that, if it could

come in contact with our biological

world, then the wonderland would

certainly die in some way. Television

programs will not only turn that

fantastic environment into a material

set, but also craft it out of the

cheapest material–this creates an

interesting paradox. I think there are

some things that need not be made

physical. The loss of spirituality

through materiality produced through

this process may be an obliteration of

the space of fantasy.

Robin Peckham: Do you watch much

Hong Kong television? The aesthetics

here remind me very much of the

1980s Hong Kong martial arts films

that are now repeated on TV ad

infinitum. Many media artists,

particularly video artists of a

generation older than yourself, very

much enjoy using such elements from

TV culture, and your work Power of
Mind also reminds me of that kind of

feeling. Have you seen much of that

genre of video art, including perhaps

Dara Birnbaum and several others of

her generation?

Lu Yang: Power of Will of course is

related to science fiction films. Half of

its world is in a virtual experience of a

two-dimensional image, while half of

its world can extend into three-

dimensional space.

Robin Peckham: And in terms of

conceptual photography, how do you

differentiate this kind of work from

other conceptual studio

photographers in China, like Wang

Qingsong, who uses massive sets to

make epic landscape fantasies, or

Chen Wei, who crafts intimate scenes

bereft of human intervention?

Lu Yang: I don’t have any feelings

towards either of those photographic
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artists, and wouldn’t myself evaluate

my work or compare it with theirs

from that perspective.

Robin Peckham: In Chrisanthemum
has Several Centers (2009) you have

created a flower with multiple

centers, previously commenting that

different colored flowers represent

different things, such as yellow for

friendship, and that the

chrysanthemum refers to the anus.

What I see as most significant in this

work is the idea of genetic mutation,

or some notion of “next nature,” and

then your ideas of the symbolism of

colors and the allusion of literary

sexuality as apparatuses that extend

this scientific idea into a more

properly cultural territory. What do

you personally find significant about

color and allusion with regard to these

flowers?

Lu Yang: In introducing this work I

typically mention that

“chrysanthemum” has been taken as a

metaphor for the anus, and the rapid

spread of this metaphor across the

internet encourages us to turn this

original metaphor into a proper name

for the thing itself. My experiment

here involves biologically altering the

chrysanthemum, questioning whether

this altered life form can or cannot

cause the viewer to imagine some

relationship to the anus. The

chrysanthemum metaphor is typically

used in concert with male

homosexuality, and I personally have

something of a prejudicial view of gay

males, seeing it as a largely physical

phenomenon. The work probably

collects some of these disparate and

illicit or politically incorrect feelings.

Robin Peckham: Look, the
Soundscape of Shanghai City (2009) is

a box that transmits field recordings

collected in Shanghai to a similar site

in Europe. This reminds me a bit of a

Jin Jiangbo installation from several

years ago, something I criticized

perhaps overly harshly at the time: a

digital well through which visitors in

Shanghai could see visitors in

Copenhagen I believe, and vice versa.

The difference is that were Jin

Jiangbo‘s project felt like a

government-sponsored diplomatic

activity in a children’s museum (which

it more or less was), you seem to be

more interested in the aesthetics of

this presentation. Do you care about

the long-distance communication

aspect of the work? What kind of

sound did you end up using? Is it

recorded in real time with the end at

which it is played back? Is the element

of authenticity important, or were you

willing to add synthetic effects as

well?

Lu Yang: The exhibition for which this

piece was produced was a themed

exhibition in Vilnius, and the overall

mandate was “young Shanghai artists
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on Shanghai,” so above all it had to fit

the theme in some way. That Jin

Jiangbo work also had thematic

constraints, revolving around

communication between a French

municipal government mayor and the

people of Shanghai. Here I take

Shanghai as a production area and use

an oscilloscope to present its

“production,” but really you could use

the same installation to present any

kind of sound–it would be impossible

to judge where the sounds actually

come from just through the wave

graph on the oscilloscope.

As soon as the audio material

becomes visual, it loses all specificity.

It is something like the effects that

some artists do in which, using simple

programming processes, sound is

turned into an abstract visualization.

You can tell your audience where this

visualization comes from and

everyone thinks it must be very cool,

but even if you lie to the audience,

there is no way for this to be exposed.

If you want to transform the signal

back from image to sound, there will

undoubtedly be some loss and

deviation.

Robin Peckham: In Family DIY
Teaching Graphic (2009), how-to style

renderings of procedures like killing

your own nipple, engaging in

autoerotic asphyxiation, and creating

a erotic menses mask, what I find

interesting is the use of the visual

aesthetics of a medical textbook or

the safety instructions on an airplane

to play with a number of rather

perverse biological situations. Does

this visual format mean anything to

you in particular?

Lu Yang: I find this style interesting for

its ability to hide these things the

masses would call “perverse” within

artwork, or to exhibit these things in a

more elegant pose.

Robin Peckham: Can you explain how

you see the concepts of education,

control, knowledge, and power

functioning within this series?

Lu Yang: My interest in this vocabulary

lies largely in the control of biological

entities, for example I really like the

theories of behaviorism. The format of
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these works should express my

understandings of and opinions on

such questions; my verbal

explanations of these concepts would

express no more than the images

themselves.

Robin Peckham: In the installation
Happy Tree (2009) frogs, newts,

shrimp, and fish “dance” in time to

electrical current you pass through

their aquatic environments as their

movements are projected on a nearby

video. Here living animals are used as

your primary material, so the most

obvious question is: do you encounter

any ethical or moral difficulties in its

production? Are these the kinds of

issues you wish to foreground?

Lu Yang: Of course this work can be

rather controversial, so I must stress

from several perspectives that I will

not exhibit the project again. I believe

I behaved consistently wrongly during

certain elements of the production of

the work. Through the piece the

viewer may experience that, though I

normally pay close attention to

avoiding killing any living thing,

including even insects that disturb

me, in the process of making this

piece I basically was consumed with

the madness of harming these

animals.

The viewer should understand that

my persistence here lies in the

completion of my own work, just as

humankind’s domestication of nature

can only rely on a foundation of

power coupled with the domination

of the inherent principles of a

biological entity. I am able to use

electric current to unite the external

expressions and movements of a

number of animals; this kind of

strength is extreme.

Robin Peckham: How do you feel

about torture and pain in general?

What do you think of electroshock

therapy? I am not entirely certain how

it is received on the whole in China

today, but is your work influenced by

that phenomenon?

Lu Yang: Circumstances like cruelty

and torture can sometimes be vented

through work, which is always a

negative behavior, a side effect.

Robin Peckham: I think that Happy
Tree expresses two representative

points of interest that appear again

and again in the work of various

graduates of the new media

department in Hangzhou. The first is a
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chaotic and complex aesthetics of

exposed machinery and wiring, and

the second is a virile anti-humanism: a

purely inorganic or technological

system that produces a certain vision

of science fiction. Do you sense these

two elements in your work? How do

you see their interrelation?

Lu Yang: You refer to an aesthetics of

machinery with which I really am

quite infatuated to a certain degree,

especially with the aesthetics of the

cyborg: man and machine, biological

and synthetic–approached from the

perspective of style alone, it is easy to

become obsessed. I think the style

and material of Happy Tree works well

here.

Robin Peckham: Dictator (2009) is a

similar work solely in video, but now a

sound art composition by Wang

Changcun, based in Hangzhou and

also often working with Yao Dajuin,

replaces the ordinary electrical

current of Happy Tree. What kind of

difference is there in terms of process

or technique? Was the soundtrack

composed prior to the visual element,

or was the audio created to

accompany the video? What do you

think the addition of sound does for

the work? Does the aesthetics of the

sound art contained within the piece

link back to ideas of biological control

or “dictatorship”?

Lu Yang: This work was created after I

determined Happy Tree would not be

exhibited again, and I had to find

another way to complete the work

besides including living animals. At

that time Happy Tree remained

incomplete in my mind, and I felt

there were a number of possibilities

related to the work that still needed

to be pursued. I also felt there was a

need to complete the work, so I chose

to create a music video, but I must say

apologetically, that I used the same

electrical current to create the video

track.

Robin Peckham: How did you find the

process of collaboration with Wang

Changcun?

Lu Yang: The scope of my hobbies is

rather broad and I am quite excited by

sound art, and Wang Changcun is a

close friend of mine as well as an idol!

He is extremely serious abut his work,

and every time I visit him and see the

state of his working process I feel

guilty–his working process also has

the ability to stimulate my own

production. I think his electronic

music is the strongest in China, so I

once mentioned that I hoped to invite

him to produce the music for my

music video.

At that time he was very interested in

dance music, so he said no problem,

did I want to make something like

Alva Noto or Ryoji Ikeda? Autechre

works too! Tailor made to your
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request! I said oh, then you might as

well make it WangCC style.

Robin Peckham: Lastly I’d like to talk

about this recent series Plan for
Cooperation with Science Teams
(2009). What do you think is the

likelihood of realizing any of these

projects? As a work of art, what would

be the difference between allowing

them to remain as plans and

ultimately realizing them? Is this the

difference between conceptual art

and new media art? Are you actively

looking for assistance from scientists

now? If you could find a team willing

to cooperate, how would you move

the project forward? Generally, what

do you think of collaborations

between technologists and artists, like

the project Cao Fei is currently

engaged in at Rhizome? What is the

relationship between the research

and theory aspects of these works

and their realization?

Lu Yang: I am currently preparing the

fourth installation program, Ultimate
Transduction. What should be

explained here is that each one of

these programs requires quite a long

lead time and preparation before they

can be realized, such that the

preparation behind the work should

maintain a certain relationship of

negativity towards the experimental

nature of the projects. During the

production process of the first

program, Kraftmaus Mouse Desire
Orchestra, I anonymously called a

well-known professor of neurobiology

at a certain institute of higher

education to ask questions about a

related technological problem but

met with cool detachment.

At that time I registered multiple

avatars and shamelessly downloaded

a range of data and materials on

foreign professional scientific

experiments in order to gain a better

grasp of the problems, also

purchasing all manner of relevant

experiment-based educational

materials, reading them from cover to

cover over a period of months.

The second program, Reverse Bionic
Tendon Carnival, was simple. I had

only to purchase the severed limbs of

animals to begin experimenting,

producing copious amounts of

documentation in the process. I then

went to a number of different

amusement parks in Shanghai and

Hangzhou to photograph their

machinery; when stopped by security

guards I demonstrated my gentle
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feminine side in order to gain

sympathy and successfully got the

images out.

For the third program, Zombie Music
Box Underwater Frog Ballet, although

I’ve found many videos of related

experiments, I still wanted to try

myself before modulating the

process, so I took the frog corpses

and simultaneously carried our

experiments and recorded

documentation. The experiments

allowed me to gain conclusive proof

and complete the work to a

satisfactory degree. If anyone doubts

the possibility of realizing these

programs, I have absolutely sufficient

proof to refute them without any

diffidence whatsoever. I approach

each work meticulously and

rigorously. I then named the overall

series: “Plans Awaiting Cooperation

with Science Teams.”

Since 2007, after the repeated failure

of the mouse pregnancy project, I

have truly experienced the frailty of

the infrastructure for cross-

disciplinary biological art

collaboration in China, and the

possibility for collaboration with other

disciplines seems next to nothing. In

reality I do not hold high hopes for the

project of locating scientific teams

willing to assist me; at least within

China, it is a very difficult notion. So to

say that there is a Chinese bioart can

only be to say that there is a “low-tech

bioart.”

The artist has no laboratory and

cannot enter the laboratory; the fate

of this plan may remain on the level of

satire directed towards the stagnant

nature of Chinese bioart..

In addition, these works come up

against certain limits of morality and

ethics; if they remain explicitly as “art”

on a two-dimensional surface, then

they may be able to be exhibited

longer without being “harmonized” [a

euphemism for government

censorship]. It is also something of an

improvement made over previous

installations that actually harmed

living animals.

However, the possibility of

cooperating with a science team does

still exist, and Zhang Ga [a new media

curator affiliated with the National Art

Museum of China] is currently

working very hard to promote this

possibility of cross-disciplinary work. I

am waiting for the fruits of his labor!
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Body, Cyborg, Robot In Lugano. Interaction
Between Mechanical & Organic

Silvia Casini

Primary and basic technology become

works of art capable of playing with

our passion for machinary and

technology, a form of “pain” that we

feel with and through our bodies.

Simplicity is at the heart of Macchina
Inutile
(Useless Machine), an almost

inconsistent assembly of delicate

stems and coloured metal pieces built

on to a spinning structure that slowly

speeds down. This is one of Bruno

Munari‘s latest creations on display in

Lugano as a part of the exibihition ,

just recently concluded, called Corpo,

Automi, Robot. Tra Arte, Scienza e

Tecnologia / Body, Cyborgs, Robots.

In between art, science and

technology (25 of October 2009 – 21 of

February 2010 ), builded up within the

walls of Villa Malpensata and Villa

Ciani, designed and organized by the

National Musuem of Science and

Technology Leonardo Da Vinci.

Munari starts his journey during the

second phase of italian Futurism,

however this participation does not

keep him from strongly criticizing

machinary and in his Manifesto del
Meccanismo, written in 1952, he

clearly expresses the monstrosity of

these machines if somehow used

unproperly along with the possibility

of turning them in to works of art.

Munari underlined an important

element realizing that art can not

ignore technology but has to be able

to unmask it and free us of our fear of

machines.(1)

The irony of Munari’s “useless

machine” is accompanied by the

ironic Korean artist Nam Juk Paik, the

first person to experiment the creative

and artistic possibilty of using videos.

In Paik’s machine robot creation Ecce
Homo (1989) is composed by objects

belonging to the media in particular to

television equipment.

Although Paik started his career

during the bodyart period (Gina Pane,
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Marina Abramovich) his approach to

the relationship between body and

technology is alternative and new,

turning for example a monitor in to a

desirable object. Paik studies the

hypnotic influence that television has

on us, building robots that stay

completely still (a sort of

contradiction) but that seem to be

“alive” in the inside, representing a

sort of interior force.

Cyborgs  such  as:  Anas  Méchanica
Arcano (1997) built by Frédric Vidoni to

honour the duck cyborg by Jacques

de  Vaucanson  (1709-1792).  A  small

scribe Le Dessinateur (1774) by Henri-

Louis  Jacquet  Droz,  testifies  the

greatness of the Illuminist inventors,

who made Vaucanson’s duck cyborg

able to peck, swallow, digest (all in a

mechanical  way)  and  produce  a

mixture  of  wheat  and  water.  This

shows  the  miracle  of  biomorfic

micromechanics  and  the  utopia,

which we should take example from,

hoping that today’s artists are able to

finish the incredible work started so

long ago.

From Duchamp‘s study on the human

b o d y  a n d  h i s  b o o k  c a l l e d  N u
descendant  en  escalier  (1937),  we

a r r i v e  t o  t h e  w o r k s  o f  O s k a r

Shiemmer, not going in chronological

order  but  in  order  of  the  various

topics. He is an artist that belongs to

the  Bauhaus  School/Movement  and

his studies on geometry in the human

body  are  famous  in  Das  Triadische
Ballet  (1924)  where  the  theatrical

performance  of  the  many  machines

reminds us that the word “robot” was

used  for  the  first  time  in  the  play

R.U.R by the Czech Karel Ĉapek.

C y b o r g s  c o m e  b a c k  i n  a

physicological automatism present in

the surreal artists, an automatism that

frees  the  creativity  hidden  in  our

subconscious. In this case the cyborg

is  inside  of  us  all,  an  involuntary

presence,  sometimes  strange,  not

controlled  in  anyway  by  our  minds.

In the exibihition in Lugano these are

the  works  of  art  that  allow  us  to

discover the real concepts and cherish

the  exper iments  done  on  the

relationship between the human body

and  technology.  One  must  certainly

remember Stelarc, who thanks to the

idea of cyborgs crossed the limits of

the organic body, an obsolete body,

incapable  of  surviving  in  hostile

contexts   l iterarly  trapped  in  a

spiderweb  full  of  conflicts  (  body-
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mind,  oragnic-unorganic,  femminin-

maschulin,  subject-object)  that  have

characterized the history of  western

idea and thoughts.

Stelarc  tried  to  make  a  “halfbreed”

with an organic body and a machine,

making  the  capacity  of  machinary

quite clear and using Donna Harway‘s

famous  words  in  Cyborg  Manifest

(1991) I’de rather be a cyborg than a
goddess (2).

A  significant  part  of  contemporary

research in robotics, on the contrary,

aims  to  seperate  and  differentiate

humans  and  robots,  letting  these

artificial creatures explore parts of the

world we dare not explore ourselves

(outter  space,  disaster  struck

territories…)

The  exibihition  in  Lugano  tries  to

investigate  on  the  relationship

between body  and machines  in  the

fields of art, science and technology,

mainting  distance  from  historical

concepts and without getting trapped

in interactivity. It is thanks to the little

interactivity that this exibihition which

allows us to ask ourselves and ponder

about  interactivity.  To  be  able  to

interact with the works of art,we, as

spectators  have  to  make  the  first

move, we, as watchers, have to start

the relationship ourselves with these

works of art because as unaware as

we are  the  objects  interact  with  us

constantly.

The spectators are the real “victims” as

they  do  not  realize  that  there  are

invisible strings and nails that keep us

completely frozen and in awe in front

of works of art of all  different sorts:

paintings, videos, pictures, sculptures

ect…

The robots in  the exibihition do not

feel  anything  for  the  people  that

watch them, they only perceive their

movements and consequently move.

We only realize that these machines

are  there  when they  break  and get

blocked in front of us and at that point

the staff comes along and apologizes

reassuring  us  that  these  machines

perform spectacular things when they

work  properly.  Useful  machines,

useless  machines.
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Notes:

(1) Per approfondire si veda il saggio di

Hajek  contenuto  nel  catalogo

dell’esposizione  Hajek,  Miroslava.

2009. “From the Golem and the Robot

to the Machine as  Work of  Art”  ed.

Nomi curatori 

Corpo Automi Robot .
Tra Arte, Scienza e Tecnologia

, Mazzot

ta Ed. 2009

(2)  Donna  Haraway,  “A  Cyborg

Manifesto:  Science,  Technology,  and

Socialist-Feminism  in  the  Late

Twentieth  Century,”  in  

Simians,
Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention
of Nature

 (New York; Routledge, 1991),

pp.149-181
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Andy Deck And The Net Art: The Licence To Be
An Artist

Marco Mancuso

Andy C. Deck, net artist and pioneer

of conceptual art on the net, has been

active for more than a decade and is

not a character that needs a lot of

introduction. A New Yorker, Andy

Deck got his degree in English

Literature at the University of

Michigan, studied in Paris at the

“École Nationale Supérieure des Arts

Décoratifs” and in 1993 he obtained his

MFA in Computer Art at the “School of

Visual Art” in New York, where he is

now a professor, as well as teaching

New Media & Theory at the Sarah

Lawrence Arts College in New York

and at New York University.

Andy Deck’s rich and prolific artistic

activity is manifested in all his

exuberance surfing those web

platforms that now function as an

archive of his work: Andyland.net and

mostly Artcontext.net. Wittingly

mixing the typical domains of net art,

critical thought, collaborative

processes, activist inclinations, the

use of code, aesthetic detournement,

defamiliarization of the medium and

interactivity, halfway through the ’90′s

Andy Deck developed what he himself

defined as: “public art projects”.

Where the public space activated by

the artist is not the physical urban

context where we live (on which

Lettrism, Situationism, Public Art,

Street Theatre and more

concentrated on in the past century),

but the virtual space of the Internet.

Staying true to the idea of developing

artistic projects that can activate a

dialogue between art and political and

social activism, for many years Andy

Deck has focused his attention on the

main themes of collective interest

that are highly mediatised: from

consumerism to pacifism, to

environmentalism to contemporary

man’s passivity toward means of mass

communication. Never dull,

supported by a deep irony that is

typically Yankee, Andy Deck makes

the active participation of the public,

his responsibility toward his work of
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art, and the thought-provoking

emerging social and cultural themes

the central elements of his poetic

stance.

In my opinion, these are the

characteristics that make Andy Deck’s

work terribly current and efficient,

compared to what happens to most

of his renowned colleagues who have

got a bit lost in the past few years on

the thousands of paths of life and the

market. From online collaborative

drawing projects (like Glyphiti ,

Collabirynth , Cogs, Cages, Clusters

and Knots, Open Studio) to a series of

aesthetical-political thoughts about

decoding systems and units of

measurement of digital images

(Icontext , Screening Circle , Surge

Cycle , Bardcode and the beautiful

Lexicon), from artistic works against

war (especially AntiWar404 and

General Vision ) to thought-provoking

projects about environmental and

ecological themes (Aquanode ,

Ecoscope and the very useful portal

Fix News), to those about being anti-

corporations & advertising (like Space

Invaders and Ad Mission), Andy Deck’s

work surprises for its variety and

coherence.

Andy Deck’s projects have been

presented at main international artist

events, like Ars Electronica in Linz

(1998), Net_Condition at the ZKM in

Karlsruhe (1999) or the recent Web

Biennal in Istanbul (2005 and 2010)

just to cite the most important ones.

Deck’s works have been shown at

New York Short Film and Video
Festival (1996), at Mac Classics (1997),

at the Kentler International Drawing
Space in New York (1998), at the Prix
Ars Electronica in Linz (1998), at the

Machida City Graphics Arts Museum
in Tokyo (1999), and in various

exhibitions at the PS1-MoMA in New

York, the MACBA in Barcelona and the

Walker Art Center in Minneapolis (Art
Entertainment Network, 2000). In

2006 some of Deck’s works were held

at the HTTP Gallery in London, in his

own dedicated space entitled: Open

Vice/Virtue: The Online Art Context.

Deck has also curated the online

event Catchy Name: An Idiosyncratic

Concept (2000) for Turbulence, and

received commissions from Rhizome,

from Tate Online as well as the

Whitney Museum. In 2001 he was one

of the founders of the eco-art

collective Transnational Temps

(winner of the second prize at Vida
Life in 2001), which was then a part of
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the EcoMedia exhibitions between

2008 and 2009 in Germany,

Switzerland and Spain. He recently

won the second prize at the Ibiza
Biennial (2008) and his works are

currently on a world tour within an

exhibition about gamer art, currently

on show in Australia (Garden of
Forking Paths, 2009).

His most recent work, the pretext for

this long interview, is called Artistic

License: with his usual irony and

intelligence, the artist suggests a

reflection on the capapities of

becoming an artist today thanks to

the ease with which digital tools can

be used, giving a real laminated card

that can be designed through a simple

web interface. From the online

archive of Licenses of common

people, the usual yearly calendar was

made (Andy Deck has been producing

participatory calendars for many

years). The project can be openly

collocated inside another branch of

the artist’s research, that of

collaborative projects about posters

and calendars that had already lead to

the production of projects like

Imprimatur and Panel Jct.#2.

Marco Mancuso:Ok, let’s start from

your most recent artwork, which

could also be a good starting point

within your long and productive

career. Would you like to tell me more

about the Artistic License project?

Just your thoughts about it, when and

how the idea started, what is your

point of view behind the project? Let’s

speak about it freely.

Andy Deck:To begin with, I have a

weakness for puns. The title Artistic
License refers not only to this odd

artifact — a bit like a driver’s license —

but also to the expressive liberty that

artists sometimes take to achieve an

artistic end. I’m drawn to this kind of

title because it signals a hybridity in

the work,– multiple ways of

understanding and approaching it.

Openness is practical in the online

medium where just about anyone

could pop in for a look see. Why

Artistic License?

I saw a sign once at a copy shop that

said “laminated cards last forever”.

Maybe part of me believes it. A friend
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mailed me a squeaky old card

laminator about twenty years ago,

and I finally pulled it out and decided

to use it for this project. I began

making ID cards when I was too

young to drink alcohol, and around

that time I started to laminate small

drawings and texts with the same

plastic sleeves. In the 90s while living

in Paris I learned that artists there had

artist cards they could use to gain

admission to art museums.

I took newspaper clippings about my

artwork to the Musée d’Art Modern de

la Ville de Paris and they gave me a

warm welcome. I can’t guarantee that

an Artistic License will work as well,

but I hope so. I like the idea of culture

jamming the mania for secure identity

that governs our access to buildings

and other private spaces today. We

are increasingly regulated as we move

about with biometric data and other

cryptic codes. It’s all so serious. One

woman at the department of motor

vehicles wouldn’t even let me smile

for my picture!

Marco Mancuso:Artistic License can

be considered as the latest chapter of

a long journey inside your artistic

research. You had always been one of

the few pioneering net artists that

really and honestly focused on

collaborative possible relationships

between people through the platform

of Internet. With Artistic License you

didn’t change your approach to the

world of Internet: as with some other

previous projects, you look at a

collaborative work as a process of

creation of a new artistic “public

space”. So, how had your feedback

been this time? Did you feel some

differences from the past? How do

you feel Internet and net connections

have been changing in the last 5-10

years?

Andy Deck: I still feel that what I’m

doing is public art, but the notion of

creating ‘space’ in electronic media is

pretty abstract. Using the term ‘public

space’ in this context is probably more

confusing than helpful. Nevertheless I

supported initiatives like the Creative

Commons. I hate to see everything we

play with online become a

commodity. It excludes the billions of

people who can barely afford

electricity and connectivity. With

respect to Artistic License, I have

changed my approach a little. It’s the

first time I’ve invited people to use

portrait photos and play with their

identities.
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There’s a kind of built-in fascination

that this kind of tinkering holds for

many people. In an earlier moment of

online interactivity more people were

interested just to see what images

they could make, but now I feel like

the enthusiasm for exploring and

discovering has waned. With the rise

of the social networking systems, it

takes some effort to get people to

spend time outside of the usual online

routines like checking email and

tuning into tweets.

Marco Mancuso: About that, you work

in direct contact with networking

human dynamics, what do you think

about the possible future of the

Internet? I mean: what do you think

about the widespread enthusiasm on

web 2.0 dynamics, about its capacity

to create connections, sharing &

information freedom VS the possible

risks of a media controlled Internet?

What is your point of view and, why

don’t you seem interested in

developing artworks using social

networks and integrated mobile

technologies? We could say many

pioneering net-artists don’t seem

interested in that…

Andy Deck: If we asked the same

question about the book, we might

observe that it expanded literacy

enormously. Is the book counter-

hegemonic? Does the book get credit

for the late 18th century revolutions?

Blame for the holocaust? It may have

appeared that almost any use of the

Web in the mid-90s was progressive,

because of the dominance of

broadcast media corporations, but as

we move forward, corporate media

power now operates through the

Internet.

I think there’s still potential for tactical

media interventions, but the low-

hanging fruit is harder to find. With

respect to mobile technologies and

social networking, I have certainly

considered intervening in those

contexts. I’ve been tinkering with a

version of Glyphiti for cell phones.

One thing that’s held me back is the

complexity of addressing a universal

audience in mobile phones. You’re

obliged to choose one company’s

products or another’s, and it’s been a

headache to avoid becoming a

partisan, a “developer” for a particular

platform. The WWW sprang rather

suddenly from Berners-Lee’s rib and

wasn’t calibrated, at first, to meet the

marketing objectives of the various

media conglomerates. Phones have

evolved very differently.

Likewise the degree of control and

coercion within the social networking

systems is stifling. There’s not much

that falls within the terms of use that

I’d want to dedicate a lot of time to

building. I’m too attached to

autonomy to feel at ease using

privatized systems as a basis for my
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work. I’m more of an open source

advocate.

Marco Mancuso:At the same time,

shifting a little bit to the sphere of

activism, I think the Internet will be

more and more important to develop

new economies and professional

structures, which really will become

alternative and potentially dangerous

to multinational and corporation

businesses. I’m speaking about some

phenomena never discussed in new

media art meetings & festivals like

platforms for international

cooperation open source software

developments, or peer to peer and

crowdfunding economies, or again

the new models of free information

based on citizen journalism &

crowdsourcing….

Internet has never been so active and

full of potential, so mature, and net

artists seem to ignore or sometimes

don’t understand it. Something similar

to what happens when my mother is

in front to the analog videorecorder:

which is the right button for fast

forwarding?

Andy Deck: Stanley Aronowitz was on

the radio recently talking about the

generational divide between himself

and his daughter, who believes that

Internet-based activism is more

sensible than traditional methods. I’ve

certainly seen the failure of street

protests against the Iraq war in the

past five years in the U.S. Marches and

protests were not being covered in

the mass media, so people lost

interest in coming out. The last

protest I went to in about 2007 was

dismal and pathetic. I made a work

subsequently called AntiWar404 that

features hundreds of abstracts lifted

from pro-peace and anti-war

websites that have disappeared in the

past five years.

What I’ve learned from following the

online aspects of the anti-war

movement is that there are moments

when people will move out of their

ideological comfort zone to endorse

resistance, and when that moment

passes, it’s much more difficult to

build a movement. Unfortunately at

present it seems that this arc of

enthusiasm is governed largely by the

corporate mass media coverage of

current events. But to the extent that

social media, independent media and

other cooperative initiatives can be

used to catalyze social actions, there

is some potential to bypass the futility

of the spectacular idiocy that prevails
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today.

Marco Mancuso:Anyway, activism also

always has been of the key point of

your artistic research. Possibly

integrated with Internet connective

potentialities. Altport, to make an

example, is a perfect example of how

to use Internet in a non-passive way.

Also the anti-war archive or the

FixNews portal, are really important in

a specific activist key.

The question is: first, where do you

find time to do everything (as Digicult

director, I’m very sensitive about that),

and second, how do you still consider

being active on the Internet important

outside social networks platforms

where you’re as cool as your friend if

you join the right cause or your post

the right rebel news against your

“favourite” politician? In other words,

do you consider yourself as a white

fly, or do you consider yourself and all

the people like you as a utopian race

at risk of extinction?

Andy Deck: There are aspects of my

work with art and interactivity that I

feel are counter hegemonic — the

effort to develop less passive ways of

using electronic media, for example.

Even so, war and environmental

collapse have a way of making you

think about the limits of aesthetics. As

you point out, I’ve explored various

uses of the Internet as independent

media. In response to the ecological

crises and the ‘war on terror’ I’ve

wanted to expand my activities to

address a wide range of concerns that

I have about the present and future. It

is difficult to keep momentum going

in several directions at once, though…

The Bush years were such a waste.

Like many people I worked to avoid

his presidencies, and a lot of the

energy that I poured into that didn’t

lead to much of lasting value. Some of

the projects from that period, like

FixNews and the Anti-War Web

Directory have endured better. Since

2001 I’ve been part of a collective

called Transnational Temps

(transnationaltemps.net) and we have

tried repeatedly to bridge art and

activism.

I feel like today there’s less resistance

to ecological themes in contemporary

art. That may be considered a minor

victory for us, and thousands of other

artists and activists who have moved

along a similar path. It’s easy to be

despondent about the endless

warfare and the political failures of
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Copenhagen. It’s tempting to recoil

into the limited sphere of formalism

that I can control. But that’s not the

journey I embarked upon. I’ll continue

to adapt and expand my aesthetic and

political projects in the context of

rapidly evolving media systems.

Marco Mancuso: Let’s speak a bit

about Fix News: one of the most

recent big struggles of the hacktivist

international sphere is the eco-war

against global warming,

deforestation, pollution, extreme

weather and so on. Digimag also pays

attention to that, and I’m also looking

for some reviewer who touches these

items for the magazine. I decided to

focus on the last COP15 in

Cophenhagen, that is also an item

inside FixNews of course.

Ok, my questions is: how thin is the

boundary between fake official media

communication about a key point (like

global warming to make an example)

and some struggles by the hacktivist

international sphere? In other words,

how much hackvitism (and we think

hactivists should be the most careful

people to not fake and

miscommunicate about official global

media) can sometimes be the victim

of its own rhetoric, finding itself

fighting about a fake row exaggerated

by the media? I’m obviously speaking

about the ClimateGate affair,

discovered by some Russian hackers

on this website.

Andy Deck: One of my side projects,

developed in part through a class I

was teaching, is Greenwash.biz. It has

led me to look a lot at the ways that

corporate public relations now use

green and environmental symbolism.

There’s greenwashing, astro-turfing

(fake ‘grass roots’ action), deceptive

industry front groups, etc. This

asymmetrical information war spreads

confusion and mystifies our

relationship to the environment. I

think the ClimateGate affair can be

understood in this context.

The scandal concerned scientists who

strayed from scientific objectivity to

employ the tactics of information

warfare. In the absence of the power

to communicate effectively, it makes

sense to engage in propaganda. Part

of our mission as Transnational Temps

is to bridge the gap between scientific

consensus and public understanding

regarding extinction, global warming,

and other ecological issues. Scientists

are rarely prepared or inclined to

promote their findings, but there’s a

lot of free environmental data sitting

on servers that can be used by artists

and media specialists to visualize the

urgent need for behavioral change.
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Marco Mancuso: One of the aspects

that really fascinated me about the
Artistic License project, is the level of

irony. You said in a statement:

“Instead of biometrics and radio

frequency ID chips, Artistic License

embraces freedom, collaboration,

sharing, and imagination as keys to a

more appealing modernity. Your

“Artistic License” doesn’t require you

to look like yourself, and it does not

impose factual restrictions”.

I think you targeted one of the key

points of hyper-modern hi-tech net-

connected brain-washed society:

everyone requires to be different, to

not look as his/herself, to not have

any restrictions to fantasy. Its much

more powerful than Virtual Worlds

and much less stressful: you don’t

need to recreate an aesthetic mask,

you need to create a social mask,

trying to be different (more cool,

more sexy, more trained, more sporty,

more intelligent, more comfortable,

more successful) than the poor

normal person you are……

Andy Deck: I agree. I couldn’t say it

much better. At the same time,

though, in a work like Artistic License

the last thing I want is to make it feel

over-determined. I’m playing with

hype, and I think that’s fairly clear. As

consumers we’re good at recognizing

hype. But this thing I’ve made doesn’t

fit neatly into the usual product or

service categories, so the marketing

rhetoric generates more questions

than answers.

Marco Mancuso:Someone can read,

behind the Artistic License project, a

hidden critique of the contemporary

art system. You also said: “with Artistic
License anyone can be an artist today,

there’s no need for hard work or deep

training. No need to know tools or

instruments, theories or

backgrounds”. Is there any reference

to contemporary digital and

hypertechno availability of tools to

create art without expression? What

do you think about it?

Andy Deck: It’s not quite “expression”

that motivates me. That term, to me,

has a whiff of a romanticized,

stereotypical artistic identity that I’m

not terribly invested in sustaining.

What I’m driving at is something that I

think is more fundamental and

broadly applicable to how we

communicate and invent. The

question of who’s in charge when we

actuate the interactive ‘language’ of

software concerns me. Here’s a
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metaphor that may speak to italians:

the ‘cyber’ in cybernetic comes from

steering (Greek kubernētēs

‘steersman’).

Maybe it’s too much to ask to steer on

an open sea, but if what we’re

steering through is more like canals,

there’s good reason to ask who built

them, and why, and where they go.

Through software, what people think

of as ‘creativity’ has the potential to

degenerate into a kind of pre-training

for shopping: select your wardrobe

and home furnishings, kids! The

creativity that I would like to sustain is

not dependent on commerce or

marketing. Even creativity mediated

by software doesn’t need to lead to

more and more predictable, ersatz

‘inventions.’

With 

Artistic License

 I’m trying to

examine some of the complexities of

creativity, and the bifurcated role of

the artist as it’s mapped onto a

collaborative online software system.

I’m not saying that, despite

appearances, interactivity is a one

way street. There are aspects of the

participation that are unexpected.

That’s important and fascinating. But

at the same time I’ve systematized

and anticipated almost all the forms

of feedback that are possible, so my

work with interactivity is also about

forms of control and freedom within

the unusual, cybernetic dynamics of

collaboration.

http://andyland.net/andyland/index.

php
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Absence/presence. (im)possible Images By
Moira Ricci

Giulia Simi

“The greeks often confronted death in

a shy way. Whatever they had in front

of them was in their past. That is how

I have lived my life, not retracing my

own life but the life of a person that I

had loved.” (1). This is how Roland

Barthes describes in La camera chiara
the moment of his mothers death,

who, looking through the pictures of

his mother throughout the years, tries

to meet her again, to find her in some

way. This is how Moira Ricci

proceeded, she later confirmed that

she had been inspired by Barthes,

which is obvious in her most famous

project called 20,12,53-10,08,04 (2)

produced after her mother’s sudden

death.

If Barthe’s pain seems to be helpful for

scientific experiments and seems to

feed our “ontological desire”, Moira’s

intead is emotional, exagerated and

almost obsessive, “I kept looking at

her pictures, i couldn’t stop. All i

wanted to do was to be inside of one

of them and be with her”.

That’s exactly what she did. With the

help of software used for retouching

and editing pictures, the young

Tuscan artist was able to “get in”

numerous pictures with her mother,

perfectly inserting herself in the

backround and in the scenary,

adapting her hair and clothes to the

contexts of the pictures. The only

“error” in the pictures remains Moira’s

facial expressions, the only “hint” that

gives it away. She never looks toward

the camera, it’s the act of pain and

love for her mother, but also the only

trace of the elimination of the

Reference, of the Index, of those “It

existed”, that for 30 years has been

discussed, arguing about the

ostensivity that photographical

images would have had -before the

invention of digital pictures.
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If in 20,12,53-10,08,04 the images are a

union of virtual and reality, then in the

presentation of Da Buio a Buio (From
dark to dark) Moira tells old legends

and stories through a series of

pictures and documents that she

herself created. The death of reality.

However Moira does nothing but

represent her reality, her imagination,

her memories, old fairytales that are a

mix of real and make believe.

Reconstructing and putting to act an

inquiry made up of visible and

tangible proof, Moira makes a short

circuit, in which make up documents

become the audiences visible doubt.

The attention settles itself on the

images that balance between

curiousity and misplacement, without

a fingerhold in a setting that tricks

and seduces at the same time. The

digital techniques hidden and

invisible, become the instruments

behind the exploration of reality that

struggles and that can not be catched.

I met Moira Ricci on a cold afternoon

in January in the city library in

Bologna. The interview that follows is

the summary of our long conversation

about art, images and memories.

Giulia Simi: All of your work is strongly

marked by your presence. Even when

you are not visible in the pictures,

your presence guides us throughout

the fragments of your memories, your

hometown, your relationships. An

autobiography that’s still taking

shape.

Moira Ricci: Yes, all of my work is

autobiographic because my life is the

only thing that i truly know and that I

want to share and analyse. Like i’ve

said before in other interviews, when i

work a lot it’s because there’s

something that torments me, that in

some way i have to stop. Only after

having transformed my experience in

to something tangible , I’m able to

move on. In some cases it was harder

to move on and let go, for example

when I moved away from home or

when my mother died.

When I left home I had to do 3

projects: Loc Collecchio, 26: Faccio un
giro e torno and Custodia Domestica.

For my mother’s death i worked on

20,12,53-10,08,04 and on the video

called Ora sento la musica chiudo gli
occhi sono ritmo in un lampo fa presa
nel mio cuore .
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Giulia Simi: Your mother’s death

forced you to take a break and after

the break you worked on the creation

of various photograph shoots

dedicated to her in which it looks like

you were able to insert Barthes

“punctum” adding a sort of wound to

your work. Can you tell us how it all

came together?

Moira Ricci: From the start, at the

funeral, i felt the need to see my

mother alive, her smile, her face. I

kept looking at pictures of her and I

couldn’t stop. All i wanted to do was

be inside. Everything seemed so

unreal, time dilated, i felt like i had

been there for days when only one

day had passed. I didn’t plan anything

out i just turned my feelings in to a

work of art. She seemed to be alive in

the pictures and all i wanted was to

be tehre with her, at a certain point it

seemed easier to get in the picture

with my mother rather then to accept

she was gone.

Giulia Simi: Why did you decide to use

the digital inlay technique rather than

more traditional ones that you have

used on previous projects?

Moira Ricci: I couldn’t get the same

effect using a collage, i needed to feel

as if the illusion of being there was

real.

Giulia Simi: In all of the pictures the

connection between you and your

mother is all in the way you look at

her, as if looking at her would bring

her back to you. So we can say that

your will was to fake being there to be

able to look at her?

Moira Ricci: A few days after her

funeral I started putting this longing

to look at her in to act. I edited these

pictures cutting and pasting my

image beside hers waiting for her to

turn towards me in the picture so that

i could tell her that in a few years she

was going to die. So i started to dress

myself as she was dressed in her

pictures so that i could fit in with the

backround. All i wanted to do was be

able to tell her about the accident she

would have been in and if i wasn’t

able to do that at least I would of

stayed there with her forever.
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Giulia Simi: In your last project Da
buio a buio, the digital techniques

help you to create fake documents

and fake historical events, why this

choice? What is your relationship with

these “archives”

Moira Ricci: I have a lot of pictures

and videos because my mother

always had a camera in her hands or

brought a videocamera to every

dinnerparty, holiday or trip we were

on. Not only, I’ve always looked for

pictures, even of people i didn’t know,

and articles in magazines that I liked.

In “From Dark to Dark” i used both my

old pictures as well as other peoples. I

wanted to tell stories, that had been

told to me when i was little, make

them visible, stories I had believed to

be real for so many years.

I wanted to give the audience a

surreal sensation and make them

doubt wether those images were real

or fake, or wether or not the stories

were real or fake. There was nothing

better to use then the old pictures

found throughout the years. The

digital techniques and the old printing

tricks did the rest.

Notes:

[1] Roland Barthes, 

La camera Chiara –
Nota sulla fotografia, 

Einaudi, Torino,

2003, pag.72

[2] L’opera è stata recentemente

esposta nella mostra “Realtà

Manipolate”, CCCS, Firenze, dal

25.09.2009 al 17.01.2010

[3] Prodotto da Art Fall 2009 per gli

spazi del Pac, Padiglione d’Arte

Contemporanea, Ferrara, dal

20.12.2009 al 19.01.2010

[4] Cfr. Jean Baudrillard, 

Il delitto
Perfetto – La televisione ha ucciso la
realtà?

, Milano, Cortina, 1996
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Delete: The Virtue Of Oblivion. An Interview To
Viktor Mayer-schonberger

Simona Fiore

In our digital era we have a large

number of technologic devices at our

disposal, that allow us to store

informations about ourselves, and

fulfills our greets ambition as human

beings: a perfect, or rather quasi-

perfect memory. This being

consequentially followed by a deep

turnover between the mechanisms of

memory and oblivion: in analog media

era, the action of forgetting is a

natural biological process; to

memorize, on the other hand, was

more difficult and had certain costs. In

contemporary digital society

remembrance is a default operation,

while forgetting has instead become a

longer and more difficult process.

Which might be the repercussions of

this consistent turnover on human

beings and on our society? Can the

capability of keeping all the data

concerning ourselves be harmful for

us and if so, in which ways? And

which are, in the end, the ways to

follow that might be considered as

solutions? These are the issues that

Viktor Mayer Schönberger, head of

the Information and Innovation Policy

Research Centre at the National

University of Singapore, which was

founded with the intention of

exploring and understanding

information’s role within markets and

society, especially for what concerns

our innovation skills , exposes and

scrutinizes in his last book Delete � The
Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age
(Princeton University Press, 2009).

All this are to be considered as

matters of primary interest for our

society, them being deeply related to

the privacy issue and what’s more

them being pushing us towards a

increased awareness in the use we

make of the Internet as of the large

number of digital devices, a nowadays

such consistent presence in our lives.

In the interview that Professor Mayer

Schömberg has kindly released, we

went over the key points of his book,
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delving in to each one.

Simona Fiore: My first question is

about the title of the book: why

Forgetting is considered a Virtue in

the Digital Age?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: Forgetting

has been a fundamental human

quality for millennia. It has always

performed important functions: it let’s

us put aside events in the past that

are no longer relevant for what we are

in the present; it let’s us generalize

and abstract, to see the forest rather

than just trees; as human beings to

change and evolve. And forgetting is

easy for us � it is built into our brains,

it’s biological and just happens.  

Unfortunately, in the digital age we

now have digital tools available that

capture and keep accessible

information forever and at very low

cost. In essence, although we humans

still forget, the digital tools we use

daily do not forget anymore. Our past

remains fixed through the power of

Google search.

Simona Fiore: At the beginning of

your book you write about the case of

AJ, a 41 year old woman in California,

who does not have the biological gift

of forgetting. Can  you tell me the

story and why is it that a nearly

perfect memory turns up to be so

troubling for her?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: AJ is an

individual, who has difficulties

forgetting. In fact, she can remember

what happened in her life rather

precisely � to the point of recalling

each day 20, 30 years ago: when she

got up, what was on TV, who called

her, etc. Rather than being happy

about such immense recall, AJ is quite

troubled by it. All of the wrong

decisions she took in her past are

always present, to the point of

limiting her ability to decide and act in

the present. Often she seems to see

only trees, not the forest.

Simona Fiore: Why remembering is

the default and forgetting has

become much more expensive in the

digital age?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: This is due

to technical evolution: digitization

made it possible to use standard tools

and gadgets to store vastly different

kinds of information: images, video,

sound, text, data. Plummeting storage

costs, powerful software for easy

information retrieval, and the Internet

as a worldwide access infrastructure

make digital information today so
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much easier to capture and keep

available. At the same token,

forgetting is costly: one needs to

make a conscious decision to forget,

to delete, to erase � while storing is

the default, happens automatically.

Simona Fiore: In chapter IV of your

book you write about the impact of

the digital rememberance on “power”

and “time”. How have they both been

affected??

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: Power:

Information often translates into

power. If others have the ability to

store and access information about us

that we ourselves have long

forgotten, their informational power

will increase. Already some have

suggested that the Internet stifles

open debate through its panoptic

quality: namely that we have to

assume that what we say and do on

the Internet is watched by the entire

world, and somebody may take

offence. Through comprehensive

digital storage, we may find ourselves

in a temporal panopticon, in which we

do not only have to assume that all of

our actions and conversations online

are constantly being watched by the

rest of the world, but that they will be

preserved for ever � and we will be

held responsible for all of our past and

present utterances in the future. This

could push many people towards

self-censorship, stiffing and

impoverishing public debate.

Time: We have a biological way to

deal with time: we forget what is no

longer relevant. Hence, as humans we

never had to learn how to deliberately

disregard some past events because

they are no longer relevant to the

present, to who we are today. With

comprehensive digital memory we

have unlearned this important

capacity to forget, and thus are now

overloaded in our decision making

with too many facts of the past, which

we have great difficulties in

evaluating and putting in perspective.

We may end up like AJ, or the young

Funes in Borges’ short story: captured

in a web of details, unable to act in

time, to generalize, to abstract, and to

see the forest and not just the trees.

Simona Fiore: One of the problems

digital memory causes is the lack of

control on information. This issue is

strictly related to the privacy rights, as

you underline in chapter V: how might

the Information Privacy Rights

constitute a solution for this problem

and which do you think are its pros
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and cons?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger:

Information Privacy Rights can be a

useful tool to protect us from the

‘power» challenge I outlined above,

but not from the ‘time» challenge.

Moreover, information privacy rights

require laws (which are not in place in

the US, although the EU has strong

privacy rights) and individuals willing

to go to court to enforce their rights.

Unfortunately very, very few

individuals are willing to do that � and

this results in strong information

privacy rights in theory, and weak

information privacy rights in practice

Simona Fiore: The main challenge we

are facing in the digital age is the

persistence of information, thank to

the web 2.0 and the opportunity it

gives us to share and to retrieve

information permanently: what

solution to this matter could there be,

in your opinion?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: I believe

we need to learn again how to forget,

how to get rid of information that is

no longer relevant, and how to create

opportunities for us individuals and

for society to evolve, to change, and

to grow over time, rather than be

hampered by an ever present past.

T h e r e  a r e  m u l t i p l e  w a y s  t o

reintroduce forgetting. One is through

expiration  dates  for  information:  we

would be free to set them however

we  wanted  to  (and  change  them

whenever  we  want),  but  once  an

expiration  date  is  reached,  the

information is deleted from our hard

disks and storage devices. If we had

to  enter  an  expiration  date  for  all

information we store � irrespective of

how far  in  the future the expiration

d a t e  i s  �  w e  w o u l d  o v e r  t i m e

understand and come to  appreciate

that  most  information  not  timeless,

but  linked  to  a  particular  time  and

place, to a context, and thus may lose

its  relevance  over  time.  Expiration

dates help us make that connection,

and give us the choice we need. They

shift  the default:  from remembering

to forgetting. This means we are free

to remember  whatever  we want  on

our digital archives, but it will take a

tiny amount of effort for us to do so:

we need to set a defined expiration

date, while the default is to forget.

Another  possibi l i ty  is  to  have

something  like  ‘digital  rusting»  –

mechanisms that make it a little more

time-consuming  to  retrieve  older

information that is less relevant today.
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So for example if we would have to

wait  for  10  second  rather  than  0.1

second  to  retrieve  emails  from  five

years  ago,  we  would  not  so  easily

‘stumble» over these old and largely

irrelevant  pieces  of  information

accidentally. It is the digital equivalent

of the shoebox of photographs in the

attic: they are still there, but retrieving

them is not costless.

Simona Fiore: In the book you state

that: “This trend… transfers power

from the surveyed to the surveyors, as

information experts have eloquently

pointed out”: could you give me an

explanation of this?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: Yes, if

information is power, those that have

information about us also have power.

Until now this power was largely

ephemeral � it would vanish quickly

because keeping and retaining

information was costly. Only for the

most important political opponents in

the Soviet Union, the KGB would

stamp ‘never to be forgotten» on their

files and keep all of the incriminating

documents forever. Today, many

institutions and organizations,

including governments can store all

the information they have about us

for years and decades, combining

them, and knowing about us what we

have long forgotten. Thus the power

shifts.

Simona Fiore: You write that: “But

more so than atoms, information bits

are malleable – as I mentioned, they

can easily be changed, and thus

history altered. What happens when

people realize that past can no longer

be trusted?”  What do you think would

the consequences be, if we’d begin to

putting trust only on the digital

memory?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: If we

begin to trust digital memory more so

than our own biological memory, if we

‘outsource» remembering, then our

memory depends on the authenticity

and accessibility of our digital archives

� of the Google index, the Flickr photo

stream and our Facebook account.

We assume digital information is

authentic, but it can be easily

changed � in fact more easily,and

more perfectly than analog

information. So as we outsource

remembering, we also empower

those that control the digital archives.

Simona Fiore: What’s the main

difference between the distortion

affecting information recovered from
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the digital memory and the one given

by other media?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: Two major

differences: first, distortions and

falsifications of analog media are

easier to detect by experts, they

usually leave some trace. Falsifying

digital information is both easy and

traceless. Second, n the analog world

many sources had independent

analog information. Today, we

concentrate and centralize digital

information storage, especially

through the Internet. If Google drops

something from its index, for two out

of three people that information has

vanished. If all of us use Flickr to share

photos, Flickr has a lot of power � it is

concentrating it in one place, making

falsifications easier and the results

more comprehensive.

Simona Fiore: How can our society

make people be more critical and

aware towards technology and web?

Does “education” embodies the

keyword?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: Education

is the most important solution. And I

think I say that in the book as well: it is

a cornerstone of any strategy to make

us critical and aware again as

individuals and a society. In fact,

expiration dates are nothing but a tool

for mass education: constant

reminders that information is not

timeless, and constant reminders that

we have a choice � and that without us

choosing well others may have

informational power over us.

Simona Fiore: Do you think that in the

future we might be able to reach the

right balance between forgetting and

remembering?

Viktor Mayer Schönberger: I am an

eternal optimist. So yes, I do hope so.

But we need to appreciate the

importance of forgetting and have an

informed debate in our society about

the need of forgetting and

remembering right now, and not

when it is already too late. That’s why

I wrote 

Delete

.

http://www.vmsweb.net/
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Hypersurface And Mediafacade. Urban Screen
And Nu Former

Annamaria Monteverdi

Lev Manovich once said that the deep

change which is affecting culture in

the era of computerized media

revolution also concerns space and its

representation and organization

systems. Space becomes a media

itself: Just like all other media – audio,

video, images and text – nowadays

space can be transmitted, stored and

recovered in a snapshot. Space can be

squeezed, re-formatted, changed into

a flow, filtered, computerized,

programmed and interactively

managed (L. Manovich, “Il linguaggio

dei nuovi media”).

Manovich also said that if all actions

take place in a near future within the

virtual and simulation space, the

screen – which is the last appendix of

frame perceived as divided physical

space that prevent the observer to

move – will completely disappear in

favour of a shaded compositional

effect which looks for “fluency and

continuity”.

The virtual reality will reduce to a chip

implanted in the retina and connected

to the net through aether. From that

moment on, we will bring with us our

prison, not to happily confuse

representations and perceptions (like

in cinema), but to be always in

contact, connected, linked. Retina and

screen will end up being the same

thing.

Screens have not been eliminated but

rather widened. The main feature of

scenes in the last years was in fact the

phenomenon of gigantism. People

speak about “hyper surfaces”,

“interactive media facades” when
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referring to those permanent or

temporal architectural walls, aimed at

hosting bright and coloured surfaces,

mega projections and plasma screens.

Giant projections with images and

writings are part of the metropolitan

landscape and form the basic of

advertisement equipment. Digital

signage reach enormous and

terraqueous formats (e.g. the 24 m

advertising maxi screen put on an

airship and visible from 4 km).

The ultimate medialization of urban

context is nearer than we believe and

corresponds to the great dimensions

of advertisements of the great

distribution: megastores,

supermarkets, fairs, non-places we go

through and patronize everyday and

which are the subject of Stefano Boeri

and Vittorio Gregotti’s book –

sponsored by Marc Augé – “La civiltà

dei superluoghi” (The society of super

places).

According to Simone Orcagni, the

experiential dimension of public
space, squares, stations and

undergrounds is linked to the more

intimate, individual and television one

through multidimensional schemes:

“Media, city planning and

performances concur to form a new

spectatorial experience, which is

partly also cinematographic”

(intervention in “Il sole 24 ore on line”).

Urban architectures and large public

spaces host special events, 3D video

projections and led screens placed on

building walls: urban screens,

architectural mapping, facade

projection, 3D projection mapping,

video projection mapping, display

surfaces, architectural Vj sets are only

some of the words used in this field,

which is called “Augmented Reality”

(even if Lev Manovich prefers to speak

about Augmented Space because

there is an overlapping of electronic

elements in a physical space). This is a

technique that makes reality and its

digital reproduction interact and

modifies its visual perception

overlapping it until it is totally twisted

also in its dimensions.

Starting from these experiments of

“augmented reality”, video works of

art have been created in a “site

specific” way and with great

dimensions. Even theatre shows have

been created with a virtual

scenery/actor with 2 and 3D mapping

and an absolutely real effect.

This phenomenon is reaching wider
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and wider dimensions and an

international diffusion, so that it has

also been the topic of many

international conferences organized

by the International Urban screen

association, as well as of various

events (in Manchester and

Amsterdam) and of specialized

literature which can be completely

downloaded from the website

Networkcultures.org

For any further in-depth study, we

suggest you to read the article online

titled “Public space and the

transformation of public space” and

also the special edition on the Urban

Screen published in the peer reviewed
journal “First Monday”.

Important characters in this field are

right the Urban Screen, architects

specialized in digital displays and

installations, also in urban areas. They

were born as group in 2008, but have

been working in this sector since 2004

with headquarter in Bremen,

Germany. They work in the field of

entertainment, advertisement and

show business using new digital

medias and video projections.

Open to cooperation with artists who

work in the field of motion graphics

and video, they created a new kind of

public art, strictly digital. The artistic

operation they inaugurate with

techniques and programmes suitably

created is an operation which

foresees an accurate surface mapping
(the question is right an exact

homographic study) and the

projection of a video or animated

digital covering, perfectly shaped on

the architectonical background. This

creates extraordinary events and

tridimensional effects, as much

improbable as phantasmagorian.

The perception illusion, in the most

successful cases is the illusion of a

“liquid architecture” which adheres as

a film or can be detached from the

real surface. Particles of surfaces as

Lego bricks try to create an optical

illusion with a strong impact,

everything under the eyes of an

unaware public or people who do not

distinguish between the real and the

virtual architectonic frame. This

technique has been immediately

bought by great International brands

for advertisements and the launch of

new products. The technique lets

make out also a possible performative

digital use which would definitively

combine video art, installations,

graphic art, light design and live

theatre.

House and church façades with single

architectonic elements which break

up, become moving

pictures/paintings, enriched by light

and colour stains that modify

according to the music, digital

characters climbing on windows,

doors, roofs in this new medial and
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medial-performative art. The theatre

borders have become wider and

wider: the environment acts no more

as background but as work of art

itself.

Urban screen explains its work by

saying: “Through our experience with

scenery architecture we developed a

procedure for projections adapted to

surfaces and we created the socalled

LUMENTEKTUR. Through the exact

measurement, the projection was

perfectly adapted to space. This

allows having a direct point of

reference and interaction with the

background. Therefore, beside being a

technical registered procedure,

LUMENTEKTUR has also become an

important approach to creative

process. The overlapping of material

structures with a virtual covering that

completely covers them opens in fact

the way to a creative potential that

we are sistematically aiming at.

555 Kubik is maybe the media-façade

event that made them more famous:

architecture becomes a moving

TASTIERA which a hand is layed on

and follows the movement of. The

architectonic feature of the building

and the 3D projections contribute to

the perception of an “augmented

reality”. The application of this

technique to theatre is also very

interesting, since it creates an idea of

hologram. The same happens in

Goodbye in cooperation with the

Bremer Theatre. In the same way, in

Jump! the building façade becomes a

sort of free climbing wall or circus

arena for jumping and climbing actors

who hide among the windows.

The NuFormer Digital Media work in

the same field. It is a company located

in the Netherlands, specialized in

digital communication, motion

graphics, digital films and 3D

projections for events and

advertisements. Their most

extraordinary work of art is Projection

on building, whose video was

presented almost by all digital art

sites, asserting the success of this

very special new artistic form.

In order to have a more specific idea

of the many proposals in this field,

please visit the videogallery of the

channel I love mapping on the

website Vimeo.com.
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Live backgrounds with LED maxi

screens for concers on building

façades have been inaugurated in

Piazza Duomo (Milan) in 2008 during

the opening of the event “Salone del

Mobile” (the forniture fair) with

Christian Fennesz‘ concert and

Giuseppe La Spada‘s visuals. It was an

event signed by the Italian company

Urban Screen Spa, which received the

first urban medialization project in

Milan with a mediafaçade of 487

square meters (Arengario worksite,

Piazza Duomo in Milan, Progetto Mia,

Milano in Alto). Mia represents the

greates multimedial LED architecture

ever presented in Europe.

Manovic – in one of his essays on this

topic titled “The poetics of urban

media surfaces”, dreams of a union

between material and immaterial

architecture: “Architects together

with other artists could go a little bit

forward and consider the ‘invisible’

space of electronic flows as a matter

instead of a vacuum, i.e. as something

which needs a structure, a politics, a

poetics”.
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The Research Of Knifeandwork. In Between
Technology And Partecipation

Mattia Casalegno

Los Angeles is a unique place in the

way how the realms fiction and reality

are blurred. Home of the biggest

industry of fictional narratives,

Hollywood, it’s also the area with the

highest number of plastic surgeries in

United States. It’s a place where

restaurants have fake table candles

equipped with LED and people wear

Obi One Kenobi suits to go the

grocery store. Last night I went to a

restaurant near Topanga beach; we

were immersed in the woods,

majestic trees appearing through the

windows, birds whirring in the shades.

Sounds of the outside wildlife were

mixing with the chatting of the

customers, in a quite bucolic setting.

Suddenly the birds stopped to sing all

together. The waitress ran in the

backroom, and after few seconds here

the whirring back: he forgot to set the

cd player in loop.

Los Angeles is also one of the most

hyper-mediated urban experiences in

the world, with its a distributed and

de-centralized urban mesh, its

advertising billboards as huge LED

screens, its GPS handset-equipped

habitants setting up appointments via

twitter. Even the city Cemetery has a

Funeral chapel equipped for live

worldwide webcasts of funeral

services.

Even if the Knifeandfork were not

raised in Los Angeles (Brian House is

from Denver and based in NY, Sue

Huang currently lives in LA but was

born in Saudi Arabia) their art seems

to me quintessential to such odd

place.

They designed an user-oriented

fictional narrative inspired to

Kurosawa’s film Rashomoon based on

the algorithm of the /Prisoner’s

Dilemma /game theory model (5 ’til
12

, 2006); transformed a

contemporary art museum in a golf

club (
Emptiness is Form (golf and

donuts) 
at MOCA, 2009), and staged a

public continuous reenactment of the
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infamous Maradona’s goal that leaded

Argentina to victory at the 1986 World

Cup (Trying the Hand of God, 2009).

They also produced various mobile-

technology based projects dealing

with the construction of individual

narratives in urban spaces

(Hundekopf, 2005) and in relation to

artificial intelligent agents (The
Wrench, 2008), for which they forged

their own open source text-

messaging language, TXTML.

I had the chance to meet Brian House

and Sue Huang and I thought their

work was perfect for an article on

Digimag. This conversation clearly

shows Knifeandfork wrk flow, and

their modernity in placing on an

intermediate, and extremley

potential, border between software

art and design

Mattia Casalegno: Let’s start speaking

about your last mobile technology

artworks. In the Hundekopf project

(Loving Berlin Festival, 2005), you

used the city’s Ringbahn (the urban

train line surrounding Berlin’s city

centre) as a literal vehicle for moving

through a text-message based

narrative: once a participant is invited

to get on a train of the Ringbahn, a

system you developed delivers him a

message after each station he pass on

their way. Every message is place

specific, and what I found interesting

here is the overlap between private

experiences and public spaces. How

did this concept fit into the context of

such a peculiar city as Berlin? What

was the content of the text messages

you used?

Knifeandfork:Berlin feels very multi-

faceted, full of cracks. We’re not

particularly well-versed in its history,

but the shifts are sudden and palpable

as you walk or ride around. It’s hard to

conceive of in totality, which is what

makes the Ringbahn so nice as a

survey of perspectives in the course of

its circumnavigation. All cities should

have that. As you ride you peer into all

these worlds from the train windows,

courtyards, interrupted streets,

fences, water.The perspective on

those spaces is inaccessible

otherwise, and though they’re in plain

view, it can feel very private, very

lonely, to be a hidden voyeur, on the

train that’s almost a panopticon.

So what if those spaces actually sent

messages back to you? If each shift in

the feel of the city came with a

different voice that supplied a
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narrative for the space (even if a

totally fictional one?). That’s what we

were getting at. As for the actual

content, people ask this a lot, and we

are generally reticent to give direct

answers. Because they mean nothing

and make no sense if you’re not

looking out of the window of the train.

Mattia Casalegno:Mobile technologies

are largely impacting how we relate to

space and with each other: what are

in particular your concerns and

interests regarding such techno-

cultural transformations?

Knifeandfork: Mobile phones are a

really compelling medium to work

with because of the intimacy they

permit with the participant. Instead of

having to explore some other, louder

means of getting someone’s

attention, here you just make their

pocket buzz in the same way that

their friends and lovers do. And

because normal communication with

other people is mediated by the

device (its form factor, interface,

reception, bandwidth, text vs speech)

in just the same way as are messages

from Hundekopf, the traditional

contextual cues of where

participation in an art piece ends and

and engaging in your personal life

begins become unstable.

The relationship of activity to physical

location is eroded as well– there used

to be a place for everything, but now

it’s everything in any place. So the

aesthetics or cognitive state of a place

intended for one type of activity is

regularly hijacked by the device for

another; we’re looking to understand

what new formal aesthetics might be

able to exploit those transformations.

Mattia Casalegno: You often refer to

your mobile projects as “subversive

(mobile) storytelling practices”. What

you mean by that?

Knifeandfork: Well, it’s SMS. Imagine

walking down the street and then you

get a text which says “I’m watching

you”. you keep walking down the

street, and it’s the same street, but

suddenly the meaning and relative

importance of everything has

changed. You’re hyper-aware of your

surroundings. So your de facto mode

of perception of your own

environment has been subverted by

those 160 characters of text to serve

some narrative purpose. It’s about

really minimal intervention to allow

the story to flesh itself out with your

own surroundings, your state of mind.
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Not at all unlike the work of Fluxus in

the 70′s, instructional pieces by

George Brecht and others, who’s

poems weren’t so much intended to

be beautiful in themselves, but

provocative when the instruction is

carried out (or even just imagined to

be carried out). But since we have the

network, we can play with the

delivery of these instructions

dynamically, in the moment,

personally. And in the process try to

point out the undue power this little

device has sequestered for itself.

Mattia Casalegno:What is TXTML

(TeXT message Markup Language)?

Knifeandfork: The Wrench was built

on ideas from our other mobile

projects, but was a great deal more

complex in its implementation. For

such a project, there’s an ongoing

dialectic between the structure of the

narrative and the structure of the

system which delivers it. We have a

particular interest in creating meta-

languages, programming tools which

are general in the sense that we can

use them to constantly tweak and

reconfigure the content of our

projects, but specific in that they

embody our particular artistic bias.

TXTML is a way to simply specify

complex, non-linear conversations

between a system and a participant.

It’s like writing a choose-your-own

adventure screenplay, where one-half

of the piece is unwritten. From a

technical standpoint, it’s just like

written HTML for webpages. And it

comes with a platform for sending

and receiving text-messages, so the

complexities of dealing with all that

are abstracted.

Basically, you write a TXTML

document, load it into the messaging

engine, and then you can message

back and for with the system and try

out your ideas. We wanted to release

the tool as open source, and have

done our best, though only about half

its features are documented, and it

does take some technical knowledge

to get up and running (for more info

check out http://txtml.org).

Mattia Casalegno: In one of your first

projects for the Engagement Party
events at MOCA (Museum of

Contemporary Arts, Los Angeles) you

recontextualize the popular game of

miniature golf, recasting it as a

community social event, where

visitors are encouraged to team up

and utilize balls outfitted with RFID
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tags to show off their skills. I’ve been

mostly intrigued by the title of this

work, Emptiness is Form (Golf and
Donuts). Why you choose this title?

Knifeandfork: Emptiness is Form is a

simple Buddhist equation that tries to

illustrate the plasticity of

conceptualization, that any idea we

have of some thing is not absolute.

And golf and donuts are both about

creating and destroying holes (i.e

When you play a hole in golf, you are

in actuality filling a physical hole, thus

destroying it. When you make a

donut, you are also making a hole, but

when you eat it, you are destroying it).

So in our piece you literally score

holes — you get a physical donut hole

when you complete a golf hole. Golf is

about negative space (fairway) as

desirable and positive space

(obstacles) as to be avoided. So in the

museum, in which one is typically

staring atwalls in the gallery or objects

in the space, now you’re trying to

clear your ball through empty space.

Similarly, our course took people

through marginal spaces in the

building, storerooms and stairwells,

emphasizing these over the galleries.

It’s all about understanding and

shifting how we inhabit space. But

people got it in an entirely fun and

natural way — to hear people getting

pissed off that their friends weren’t

following the proper rules of golf

/while swinging putters through an

art museum/, that was the best.

Mattia Casalegno:In the project Trying

the Hands of God, you

recontextualized a word-wide

mediated narrative into a personal

and subjective micro-narrative,

repeated again and again for each

participant, like in a “web 2.0″ fashion

where the experience is highly

personalized. I see in this a kind of

“broadcast” vs. multicast” parallel,

almost if you wanted to “re-distribute”

such a mass-communicated event to

an individual level: why did you

choose this specific popular and

mediatic “gesture” ?

Knifeandfork: It might have worked

with any number of events of

sufficient scale; we just wanted it to

be historical, widely experienced, and

repeated ad nauseam on TV or

internet. But Maradona’s play had a

lot of interesting features– it broke

the rules of soccer, it was highly

skilled, it was a political statement of

sorts with political implications, it was

international rather than American, it

was religious (in Diego’s use of the

word “God” and his deific status), it

was beautiful, it’s all over YouTube.

Angelenos are international and love

soccer, and also it was a nice play on

words as we were wrestling with

ideas of chance and fate vs skill, and

those ideas are nicely encompassed in
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the term “the hand of God”. We were

unfamiliar with the play before the

piece and uninvested ourselves, and it

was slightly more pragmatic to

attempt than say a Hail Mary from

football or a home run.

Mattia Casalegno: How the context of

a Contemporary Museum has affected

this project ?

Knifeandfork: Well, it meant we had a

giant Nancy Rubins sculpture in the

middle of the field! Compromises to a

‘faithful’ recreation such as that added

to the imaginative potential and once

the audience has suspended their

disbelief, the transformation of the

space adds another layer (a theme of

all the MOCA pieces), and it

demonstrates the permeability of the

ritual we set up. Also just visually it

was an interesting mashup of Azteca

Stadium and MOCA.

Some funny things came out of that

like when we were deciding how to

set up the goal, but there was no

room for an actual goalpost, so we

decided to just tape a white frame on

the museum wall to have the goalpost

in 2D. We thought it might be an

issue, but people immediately

understood what it was meant to be

and didn’t even question it. A great

moment happened the day before the

actual event, when we’d finished

installing the AstroTurf and a class of

third graders happened by.

To the horror of their teachers we

mischievously kicked a ball to one of

them: suddenly it was a free-for-all

soccer meleé. A bunch of kids were

standing in front of the tromp l’oeil

goalpost trying to be goalkeepers.

That’s what going on a field trip to an

art museum should be about.

Mattia Casalegno: Any plans for the

future? What are you working on at

the moment?

Knifeandfork: We just did a series of

small events with the Brooklyn band

“Live Footage”: during their shows we

took several video feeds from the

players and audience, and projected

them with various improvised filters,

trying to create feedback loops

between the audience and

performers. Now we’re going to make

a book, some noise, and travel

somewhere.

http://knifeandfork.org
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Videostories And Videogames. Federico Solmi
And His Douche Bag City

Monica Ponzini

Game Over. If Federico Solmi’s work

was characterized by an ironic

destruction of myths and (anti)heroes,

and the violence of his narration faded

into laughter, with his latest exhibit, 

From Uterus to Grave with no Happy

Ending, and video installation Douche

Bag City, his satire becomes more

bitter and deals with a highly topical

theme – as always– and with a very

personal style.

After Rocco Siffredi, King Kong and

the Pope, the protagonist of the new

video installation Douche Bag City is a

Wall Street broker: the quintessence

of a capitalistic, materialistic and

frantic world, Dick Richman is thrown

into a sanguine and claustrophobic

Inferno, in which every hope is gone

and from which it is impossible to

escape. In a series of animations

created as levels of a video game,

Dick Richman confronts other

monsters in furious, bloody, and most

of all, no-win, fights. Each video ends

with the message “game over”, and

Richman’s death – a virtual death, of

course, that condemns him to starting

all over again in another level.

The mortgage bubble, the Stock

Exchange debacle and the Bernard

Madoff mega- scandal have scarred

the American economy (and

consequently the global  economy),

but most of all they have revealed the

fragility, the flimsiness and the

meanness of a system that considered

itself invincible, and that finally ended

up crushing the same people that

financed it.

Solmi renders these themes mixing –

once again – high and low culture:

drawings, animation, extreme

violence and video games, all set in a

chaotic “parallel universe” in 3D

(created as usual with the cooperation

with the Australian artist and

University Senior Lecturer Russell

Lowe), where references to the

traditional representation of the

“classical” Inferno coexist with graffiti
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and pop culture, presented on small

screens with Baroque-like frames.

After being exhibited at LMAKprojects

Gallery in New York, at the beginning

of this year, Douche Bag City will open

in June (with a different format) at the

Santa Fe Biennial (Digicult is a media

partner for the event).  We

interviewed Federico Solmi in New

York and reached his collaborator

Russell Lowe by email in order to talk

about this project and its further

developments.

Monica Ponzini: Douche Bag City was

exhibited as an installation, together

with a number of your previously

shown videos, but not with paintings

or drawings as in previous exhibitions.

Why did you present only video? Do

you plan to further develop this kind

of medium?

Federico Solmi: Since my first video

animation, I realized that telling

stories using drawings and 3D was

congenial to me, and that I could

involve the audience more. I think the

public is often not involved in the

contemporary art world, because,

unfortunately, indecipherable codes

are imposed on them. This is the main

idea for me:  tell a story, even if mad,

crazy, using drawings – and with the

Internet and interactivity, everything

has been amplified in a way I didn’t

imagine.

I want to tell about today’s world, and

the city that is the most

contemporary, crazy, but also the

most the most visionary, the city that

can foresee what’s going to happen in

10, 15 years – and living in New York

for me is very important. I’m planning

to develop this project and make it

interactive, but for now I’m focusing

on video. We used the videogames

technology for one simple reason: I

wanted to create a video animation

based on mathematical formulas,

because I wanted everything in it to

be controlled in every detail by me.

In a videogame, I choose the

character, I make him move around as

I wish in the environment I want, I can

choose the characters Dick Richman

has to fight with. I wanted to create

the simulation of a society as it could

be in a near future. In a sense, it’s a

parody of how we are controlled in

the society we live in, sort of a “cage”,

where we try to control our destiny.

Russell Lowe: In traditional key frame

animation artists build “film sets”;
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backdrops to the action that in most

cases don’t extend beyond the field of

vision of the camera being used. The

backdrop for one scene could be right

next to another scene that in the

context of the film is temporally and

spatial quite distant. In contrast

computer gaming environments are

as spatially and temporally consistent

as real world environments.

For Douche Bag City we could create

a whole world where visitors would

find themselves stuck with Dick

Richman, facing the same challenges �

possibly dealing with them in a

different way � and then again, maybe

not.

Monica Ponzini:You say that video for

you is the best way to tell your stories.

Would interactivity be a way to go in

that direction? Do you feel you would

keep your own authoriality, or that

you would entrust the public with part

of the creative process?

Federico Solmi: We still have to

decide when interactivity will be

available in this project. Basically,

right now Russell and I have created a

videogame that we recorded as we

played. We have the interactive

platform to make it available for the

spectators or online, but we want to

understand what the best way is to

present it to the public. It has been

created as a instrument I could

control, and for now I want to focus

on the installation I will bring to the

Santa Fe Biennial � 15 large video

installations, but not interactive. To

make this platform interactive, I just

have to draw the menu, but I want to

wait for the right event to launch this

feature. .

Russell Lowe:Interactivity changes

things completely … rather than me

and Federico telling stories it

becomes me and Federico and

members of the public creating
stories. Currently Federico and I, and a

volunteer team of “actors”, go inside

Douche Bag City and film our exploits.

The public’s involvement will be

entirely of their own making, totally

unscripted … so they might choose to

interact directly with Dick Richman,

by helping or hindering him, or they

may choose to face other

challenges…even team up with other

people to do so.

In terms of technical challenges, most

are overcome already due to the way

that we make the short films. One
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really important challenge relates to

the interface between the public and

the virtual environment… many people

are still reluctant to engage with

games via a keyboard and mouse.

We’ve experimented with using a

typical PlayStation/Xbox controller

linked to a PC and people seem find

those a little more intuitive.

Recently I’ve embedded motion

sensors within an environment that

picks up people’s movement and

translate it into the game passively.

GPS feeds are another way to create

interactions within the game

environment. The great thing is that

many of these technical

considerations reflect the economic,

social and cultural aspects of the work

we’ve been developing to date.

Monica Ponzini: In general, did

something change in the way you

work? How do you collaborate?

Federico Solmi: Since my last show, a

lot of things have changed in the way

I work and I organize my studio and

my relationships. I was included in

bigger events and had more funds,

which gave me the opportunity to

dedicate myself to more ambitious

works. For this last project I had to

take more collaborators who would

do the “manual labor”, reorganize my

work. Now, thanks to my

collaborators, I can focus on the more

“theoretical” aspects and work to

improve myself, find people who

inspire me.

For now, everything is less amusing

and more stressful, but I feel that is

also a period of transition, and if I

continue this way I can achieve the

level I would like to reach. Work wise,

I’m very happy: I dedicated a year to

this project, this satire of Wall Street

and the economical crisis .

My collaborator Russell Lowe has

grown in his career and at the same

time was able to keep up with my

ever more demanding requests. I’m

also developing the project Fucking
Machine, After Leonardo, an

installation, a paradoxical machine,

inspired by Leonardo da Vinci and the

symbols of today’s power, in

collaboration with Lee Gibson, a New

Zealand Senior Lecturer.

The Santa Fe Biennial will be an

important moment for me: I will be

included as an American artist and my

work will be exhibited with works of

artists I admire, within a program that,
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for the first time, aims to summarize

video animation experimentation in

the United States and in the rest of

the world in the last 20 years. This

Biennial, where I will come with the

work I consider the most mature of all

my works, will be a great change for

me.

And the turning point was definitely

Guggenheim Fellowship for video in

2009: it gave me confidence and the

opportunity of shifting from the status

of “degenerate artist” to artist

supported by academics and

American critics. And it was important

in order to be able to continue my

way, satirizing the bourgeoisie and

aristocracy, and making fun of their

vices and whims.

Russel Lowe: We meet face to face

very rarely, so almost all of our

communication is done via web based

technologies. We use Skype to talk,

and ftp via my website

www.russelllowe.com to transfer

large files when Skype isn’t

convenient to do so. On a more

conceptual level the organization of

our projects is in constant flux � our

use of contemporary digital

technologies gives us real flexibility

and agility in terms of responding to

new ideas and cultural events.

Monica Ponzini: In Douche Bag City
there’s a vein of pessimism that is less

detectable in your previous works. Do

you feel that this work represents you

better?

Federico Solmi: It’s difficult for me to

talk about this work, since it is still in

progress, but I have a very clear idea

of what’s going on � each project is

something that is already in my mind

and that I only have to translate into

artwork. This installation is a pivotal

point for me: compared to my

previous works, I realize that it’s no

longer the work of an aggressive,

exuberant kid, looking for attention,

but the work of a more mature and

experienced person � and becoming a

father changed me a lot.

I would say that my juvenile

enthusiasms, the idea of changing the

world, unfortunately aren’t there any

more. There’s more resignation

towards reality and the powers that

dominate society.

There’s always been a dark side in my
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work, but before I used to “kill it” with

irony. The joy, the satire that was

there before is gone here, although

this is an extremely happy time in my

life� And even the irony, what interests

me is that it makes you think: even

behind the apparent simplicity and

brutality of the execution, there’s

always the idea of our society as a

mise-en-scène. The message is still

the same, but this time it doesn’t

make you laugh.

Monica Ponzini: You were born and

raised in Italy, but you’ve been living

in the US for 10 years. How are your

European roots (the critic Blanca De

La Torre, for example, talks about

contact points with Pirandello) and

the American experience present in

your works?

Federico Solmi: I’m convinced in a

sense that for me America has been

the “promised land”: all these things

never would have happened in Italy or

Europe, this is the center of

contemporaneity.

America is also a great source of

inspiration: everything around us, for

better or for worse, is in a sense the

anticipation of what will come. Sure,

on a cultural level, I’m particularly

influenced by European culture, but

I’ve been in America for 10 years and I

was trained artistically in the US. In
Douche Bag City, as well, I understand

that my European roots are almost

gone: the subject, the main character

aren’t a European legacy any more, as

they were before.

In a way, right now I’m reading

European authors � Pirandello, or the

German sociologist Georg Simmel, but

I realize that I’m fascinated by the

American culture, and in my present

work there’s very little European

culture. What I’m interested in about

Europe are the traditions, the past,

the classics, but I think that Europe is

attached to the past, while here in

America it’s easier to make drastic

changes. And my interlocutors at this

point are here.

http://www.federicosolmi.com/hom

e.html

http://www.russelllowe.com/

http://www.lmakprojects.com/

http://www.sitesantafe.org/
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